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Paso Robles Vision: Moving to the Future
It is a goal of the City of El Paso de Robles to continue to grow as a bike and walk-friendly City. To meet this
goal, the City will:

Establish Better Bicycle and Pedestrian Connections
 Well connected, easy to access system of bikeways and walkways that are safe and comfortable for
bicycling and walking.
 Easy-to-ride, off-the-street system of protected trails that provide quick connections across town with
views into the picturesque natural areas along river and creek corridors and canyons.
 Bikeways and walkways that will extend to all neighborhoods, safely linking bicyclists and pedestrians
to schools, shopping areas and other commonly traveled areas.
 Bikeways and walkways that will connect commercial and industrial employment areas so commuters
will have alternative choices of travel to work.
 Bikeways and walkways that will help the City reduce vehicle miles traveled, traffic congestion and air
pollution, and help residents become healthier.
 Create multi-modal facilities that emphasize mobility of people by bicycles, walking and transit rather
than only by cars.
 Support bicycling and walking as a recreational activity for residents and tourists.

Provide Bike and Pedestrian Safety Education
Bicycling
 Develop an ongoing program for commuter and recreational bicyclists to learn safe riding skills and
rules for riding with in-town traffic and on rural roads.
 Develop a bike safety outreach program designed to teach children and adults basic rider safety skills,
simple bike maintenance, the benefits of bike riding for exercise, and the “bike rules of the road” and
crossing streets safely.

Walking
 Develop a recreational wellness-walking program geared to different age groups and abilities.
 Integrate Bicycling and Walking into Schools
 Partner with the City, Paso Robles Public Schools, and SLOCOG to develop an integrated “Safe Routes
to School” (SRTS) program to make bicycle facilities easy to access for students to ride to school and
reduce vehicle miles traveled.
 Work with the Safe Routes to School program to develop a robust outreach program to encourage students and faculty to walk and/or ride their bikes to school.
 Pursue grant opportunities to install bicycle and pedestrian facilities specifically intended for making
riding bikes and walking to school a safe option.
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Increase Bicycle- and Walking-Related Tourism
 Make downtown Paso Robles a bike and walk-friendly business district.
 Provide Walking Route Maps to tourism organizations to disperse to local hotels and other tourism services to inform visitors on interesting places to walk in Paso Robles.
 Work with businesses, hotels and services to develop a reward and incentive program for attracting
bike-riding customers.
 Develop materials on multi-use trails and amenities.
 Develop multi-use trails along the Salinas River and other appropriate areas to become an attraction for
tourists.
 Development of a new regional on-street and off-street multi-use trail system among North County
towns and out to the local wineries.
 Promote bike and walking related events such as the Amgen Tour of California, marathons and other
cycling related activities to provide exciting, fun activities to attract visitors and bicycling and running
enthusiasts into the Paso Robles community.
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Figure 1-1: Paso Robles Location Map
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The City of Paso Robles has become aware of the
growing interest in all age groups of having enjoyable, safe places to walk and bike ride through
trends in consumer demand and local planning efforts such as new specific plans, trail planning, and
regional bike programs.

The principles of the League of American Bicyclists
are embedded into the goals, policies and actions
in the Plan. These principles are focused on the
“Six Es” - Engineering, Education, Encouragement,
Enforcement, Evaluation and Equity of bicycle and
pedestrian transportation throughout the city.

The Paso Robles Bicycle and Pedestrian Master
Plan is a comprehensive plan that addresses the
needs of both recreational and commuter bicyclists and walkers of all ages and abilities. The plan
includes goals that establish what the City would
like to achieve, policies to provide the guidance
on how to achieve the goals, and actions to direct
the City’s efforts. A prioritized list of bicycle and pedestrian projects is provided that will direct future
upgrades to the City’s bicycle and pedestrian facilities, and funding strategies to achieve these goals.

This Plan is intended to provide measures to help
make commuting by foot or by bike accessible,
safer, comfortable, and fun! An increase in walking and biking facilities will support public health
(physically and mentally), reduce air pollution, and
reduce vehicle miles traveled by automobiles, and
provide for more recreational opportunities.
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Purpose of the Plan
 Provide a master plan for bicycle and pedestrian transportation throughout the City of Paso
Robles, including upgrading and expanding
existing bicycle facilities to meet the needs of
bicyclists of all ages and skill levels, as well as
identifying sidewalk gaps, needed trail connections and wayfinding orientation, and pedestrian deficiencies.
 Develop programs that emphasize pedestrian and bicycle mobility, instead of relying on
driving, by providing accessible, safer, well
connected bicycle and pedestrian facilities
throughout the City.
 Develop bicycle and pedestrian safety programs to encourage bicycling and walking for
commuting and recreation.
 Identify and prioritize short-, mid- and longrange bicycle and pedestrian improvement
priorities based on facility need and financial
feasibility.
 Identify the costs of bicycle and pedestrian improvement projects as well as funding sources
to implement them.
 Develop bicycle and pedestrian education
programs to promote walking and bicycling as
a healthy transportation alternative.

Community Outreach
The City provided several opportunities for community involvement in the development of this Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan. The City worked
with the voluntary Bicycle and Pedestrian Stakeholders Committee (BPSC) to help inform and
provide feedback throughout the bike planning
process. The BPSC included representatives from
organizations throughout the community, including
the Paso Robles School District, REC Foundation,
Bike SLO County, San Luis Obispo Council of Governments (SLOCOG), Wine Country Alliance and
local bicycle businesses and bicycling enthusiasts.
Meetings were held at strategic times over a six
month period during planning process to consult
on outreach events, project and planning review.

The project team prepared and circulated a bicycle
and pedestrian master plan survey (hard copy and
online) and an online map that included responses
from 138 participants. Responses were helpful in
gauging support for bicycle and pedestrian amenities that will help community members access various destinations such as schools, parks, attractions,
retail, open space and Downtown Paso Robles. In
addition, the City participated at the May Bike Month
2017 Cycle de Mayo event to promote the project
workshops and hand out surveys. The City, with
partners, also hosted the 2018 Cycle de Mayo event
in the downtown City Park, which showcased local
walking and bicycling facilities, provided bike education training with a “bike rodeo”, as well as several
other wellness-oriented activities. Two workshops
were conducted in the Spring of 2017 in Downtown
Paso Robles and Uptown Park to gather feedback
and develop priority projects.

Public Outreach Process
The planning process included several public outreach efforts designed to gather information from
a broad range of residents, stakeholders, and city
staff through a series of public events, stakeholder
meetings, and surveys.
Figure 1-2 outlines the project’s outreach process.

Public Events
City staff participated in three public events
throughout the month of May. A booth was reserved at each of these events and provided people project fact sheets, surveys, and opportunities
to share feedback on table maps and exhibits.

Community Workshops
Two community workshops were scheduled on different days and locations to provide residents option to participate in the planning process. The locations and times were carefully selected to reach
a wider audience and provide residents flexibility
for sharing their thoughts.
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Figure 1-2: Public Outreach Process Diagram

view of bicycle and pedestrian facilities as well as
environmental, health, and economic-related infographics. Two table mapping exercises followed
the presentation. Exercise #1 asked people to
comment on opportunities and constraints. One
person per table was selected to summarize their
discussion and report back to the entire audience.
Exercise #2 asked people to select their Top 5
pedestrian and bicycle projects. This exercise allowed each of the five groups to discuss which
projects would have the largest positive impact in
their city. Once again, each table reported back to
the entire audience.
The first community workshop was successful and
insightful. Over 30 people attended and shared
what would make walking and biking safer and
more enjoyable. Existing conditions exhibits and
surveys were also available for review.

Community Workshop #2
The second workshop took place the following day
at Uptown Family Park on May 31, 2017 between
5:30 – 7:00 pm. This workshop was organized as
an outdoor, open-house style workshop that provided people the opportunity to review the comments collected the previous day, as well as share
additional information. A map that highlighted all
the projects discussed previously was available for
public comments. Existing conditions exhibits and
surveys were also available.

Community Workshop #1
The first community workshop took place at the
Council Chambers on May 30, 2017 between 6:00
– 8:00 pm. Community members and stakeholders
were invited to provide valuable feedback on all
bicycle and pedestrians related topics. This workshop was organized as a traditional workshop that
included a formal presentation followed by table
exercises.
The workshop began with a presentation and informed people the project’s scope, vision, existing conditions, and expectations of the outreach
process. The presentation also included an over-
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A Paso Robles Daily News reporter attended the outdoor workshop and announced that she would include
project information for the next scheduled article.
Although the second workshop had less public participation, the team still received valuable feedback.
An additional outreach event was part of a local
elementary school program on school leadership,
where 30 students came to City Hall on May 30,
2017, and participated in table top exercises, and
provided young, student input into the plan, including filling out surveys.
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Stakeholder Meetings
A stakeholder group was created at the beginning of the planning process to gather information on opportunities and constraints, advice on how to conduct the community workshops, review preliminary recommendations, and comment on the draft document. The stakeholder group included representatives from
various local and regional organizations such as SLOCOG, Bike SLO County, Paso Bike Tours, and the Wine
Country Alliance.
The group convened three times: at the beginning of the planning process, between the two community
workshops, and to review the potential project list and draft document.
A complete list of the stakeholder group is available in Appendix B.

Community Workshop #1 Table Exercise

Community Workshop #2 Exhibit Participation

Community Workshop #1 Table Exercise

Stakeholder Meeting
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Survey and Online Map

How Often Do You Walk in Paso Robles?

An online survey and map were developed as
additional resources to collect feedback from the
community. A paper copy of the survey was distributed at all public events and community workshops. The online survey and map were closed on
June 9, 2017.
Over 150 people completed the survey and provided comments. The results from these two resources were analyzed and used for the development
of the potential project list. They also provided
the City with a current view of people’s opinions,
concerns and desires for pedestrian and bicycle
facilities.
The following six figures depict results from the
survey. It was enlightening to find out that over
60 percent of respondents walk more than once
a week, and that over 60 percent of respondents
bike more than once a week. However, over 80
percent of respondents drive to work, school, or to
the park. In addition, when asked what would make
walking and biking better in Paso Robles, respondents answered continuous sidewalks and paths
separated from the roadway respectively. These
results communicate the importance of improving
the walking and biking infrastructure in the City.

Figure 1-3: Survey Question #8 Results

How Often Do You Bike in Paso Robles?

The complete list of survey results are located in
Appendix B.

Figure 1-4: Survey Question #9 Results
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How Do You Get to Work or School?

How Do You Get to the Park?

Figure 1-5: Survey Question #5 Results

Figure 1-6: Survey Question #6 Results
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Consistency with Other
Documents
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan is consistent with and supports implementation of the following City planning documents:

2003 General Plan Land Use, Parks and
Recreation and Open Space Elements
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan implements
General Plan policies to provide connected neighborhoods and districts so that alternative modes
of transportation, such as bicycling and walking,
are a viable alternative for transportation. This plan
encourages reducing vehicle miles traveled, which
would support a reduction in traffic congestion and
air pollution. The Bicycle and Pedestrian Master
Plan also encourages recreational opportunities
within and between open space areas and parks
and schools and between communities.

2011 and 2018 Circulation Elements
This Circulation Element (CE) provides a guiding
framework for this Bicycle and Pedestrian Master
Plan. The CE includes policies to reflect the need
to improve bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure
throughout the City, while making efficient use of
existing transportation facilities and implementing
sustainable planning principles. For example, there
are action items that support bicycle and pedestrian connections through the City, especially to key
destinations. Guiding principles as they relate to
bicycle and pedestrian improvements are the basis for the policies and action items in this Bicycle
and Pedestrian Master Plan. When the BPMP update was initiated the 2011 Circulation Element was
the adopted Element in the General Plan, however, since that time the City prepared an update to
this Element, and is moving forward with the 2018
Circulation Element Update. The BPMP update is
also consistent with the 2018 Circulation Element,
including funding programs associated with “complete street” improvements that include bicycle
and pedestrian facilities.

Chapter 1: Introduction

2009 Bicycle Master Plan
The 2009 plan is the City’s most recent Bicycle
Master Plan and lays the foundation for this Bicycle
and Pedestrian Master Plan. The plan’s purpose
is to provide a master plan for bicycle transportation throughout the City, including upgrading and
expanding existing bicycle facilities to meet the
needs of cyclists of all ages and skill levels. The
plan also developed goals, policies, and programs
that emphasize bicycle mobility and well connected bikeways throughout the City. Plan sections include identifying and prioritizing short-, mid- and,
long-range bicycle improvement priorities based
on facility need and financial feasibility.

Economic Strategy
The Plan supports strategies for community distinctiveness and amenities that help make Paso Robles a “livable” community such as providing the
means to minimize the use of cars.

SLOCOG Salinas River Trail Conceptual Master
Plan
The Salinas River Corridor Plan includes multi-use
and bicycle trails for recreational use, as well as
providing connections from the east side of the
City to Downtown Paso Robles. The plan addresses the development of the Salinas River Trail (SRT)
along a 35 mile section between the communities
of San Miguel and Santa Margarita. The trail travels primarily through agricultural areas and the region’s gently rolling terrain and light traffic, which
make it a popular recreational bicycling venue for
local riders. The local weather and scenic nature
of the area also make it a popular area for hiking,
equestrian use, and walking or running. Through
Paso Robles, it becomes an important north-south
connection as it bisects the more urban Downtown
to the west and suburban housing to the east.

Uptown/Town Center Specific Plan
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan complements the draft Uptown/Town Center Specific Plan
by incorporating consistent, integrated bike paths
throughout the west side of the City to help make
bicycling a viable transportation option.
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City Of Paso Robles Pedestrian Safety Assessment
The City of Paso Robles enlisted the Technology Transfer Program of the Institute of Transportation Studies
at University of California, Berkeley to conduct a Pedestrian Safety Assessment (PSA) study. Pedestrian
safety experts conducted the PSA field visit for City of Paso Robles in February 2011 and prepared a report
with objectives to improve pedestrian safety and to enhance walkability and accessibility for all pedestrians
in Paso Robles.
This safety assessment strove to accommodate both existing and future pedestrian demand, with efforts
including:
 Developing the Downtown Specific Plan, which includes Uptown and the Town Center
 Installing curb bulb-outs at intersections that reduce pedestrian crossing distances and increases sight
lines between motorists and pedestrians
 Applying traffic impact fees to pedestrian and bicyclist improvements
 Filling in sidewalk gaps, upon request
The PSA focused on identifying opportunities that could build on these existing efforts and offering ideas
for potential enhancements.
In addition to the aforementioned documents, the following projects and studies improve bicycle and pedestrian safety in Paso Robles and encourage the use of non-motorized transportation in the area.

City Projects and Studies
 13th Street Streetscape
 Creston Road Corridor
 Spring Street Green Infrastructure Concept: 24th to 26th Street
 Crosswalk on South River Road at Serenade Drive
The Plan is also consistent with the following regional plans and programs:
 San Luis Obispo County Clean Air Plan
 San Luis Obispo County Bikeways Plan
 2019 Regional Transportation Plan (SLOCOG)
 2050 Community Blueprint Plan
 SLOCOG Routes of Regional Significance
 SLOCOG Safe Routes to School Inventory Project
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Bicycling and Walking Benefits
Numerous economic, environmental, and health benefits are attributed to bicycling and walking, especially as
a substitute for driving a vehicle. This section summarizes benefits from research by the Pedestrian and Bicycle
Information Center (PBIC), an organizational clearinghouse of national bicycle and pedestrian information, that
is supported by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).

Tourism
Tourism is one of the largest industries in the United States,
generating millions of jobs and billions of dollars each year.
Bicycle tourism, in particular, has become an emerging sector
in the tourism economy and culture. According to the 2016
Outdoor Recreation Economy report, Americans spend
$97 billion on bicycling and skateboarding activities each
year. It is also a growing sector of local tourism in San
Luis Obispo County, and Paso Robles in particular due
to exceptional, high-quality local places to bike ride. Additionally, visiting families, “baby-boomers” and retirees
actively seek out places to walk and hike for recreational enjoyment to expand their experience when traveling
and learn about local culture and the environment. Walking represents a leading activity for visitors to an area.

Environmental Benefits
Increased bicycling reduces fossil fuel emissions. In California, 40 percent of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are
produced by the transportation sector. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) found that the average vehicle emits 0.95 pounds
of CO2 per mile, meaning that almost 10 pounds of carbon dioxide
emissions could be avoided each day if an individual with a five mile
(each way) commute switched from driving to an active transportation mode like bicycling or walking.

Vehicles produce approximately
0.95 lbs of CO2/passenger/mi traveled of carbon emissions. Bicycling
only produces 0.05 lbs of CO2/
passenger/mi traveled.

0.05 lb
0.95 lb
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Health Benefits
In addition to the universal public health benefits, such as
improved air quality, bicycling and walking has the potential to positively impact personal health. A significant
percentage of Americans are overweight or obese,
and recent projections indicate that 42 percent of
the population will be obese by 2030. To combat this
trend and prevent a variety of diseases and their associated societal costs, the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) suggest 30 minutes of moderate
intensity physical activity five days per week minimum.
Other health benefits associated with moderate activity,
such as bicycling and walking, include improved strength and
stamina through better heart and lung function, and improved mental health from the relaxing effects of exercise.

Transportation Activity for Weight Loss:
For even a slow bike rider weighing 180
lbs, 245 calories can be burned in less
than 30 minutes of travel.
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Goals
Goal 1 – Develop a comprehensive system of bicycle and pedestrian facilities to provide a safe, fun, convenient, healthy and environmentally-friendly mode of travel throughout the City for all ages and abilities.
Goal 2 – Develop bicycle and pedestrian facilities that are accessible to commercial and employment centers, neighborhoods, parks and schools to provide a viable alternative for transportation to reduce vehicle
miles traveled and traffic congestion.
Goal 3 – Develop bicycle and walking safety program to encourage non-motorized travel within the City of
Paso Robles.
Goal 4 – Develop bicycle and pedestrian facilities that will meet both commuter and recreation needs, including bicycle support facilities once they meet their destinations.
Goal 5 – Increase public awareness of the benefits of bicycling and walking and develop programs to encourage residents to ride bikes and walk to work, school, and for recreation.
Goal 6 – Coordinate City bicycle and pedestrian improvement plans with interagency transportation plans
and funding programs.
Goal 7 – Promote inclusive and sustainable economic growth and tourism through the City by developing
bicycle and pedestrian facilities and improving existing infrastructure.
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Goal 1: Complete Bicycle and Pedestrian Network
Policies
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 The City shall design new and rehabilitated streets consistent with the “Complete Streets” program of
the City’s General Plan Circulation Element, state and national trends in addressing a variety of transportation needs including vehicle, transit, bicycle and pedestrian modes.
 The City shall, as funds become available, develop bicycle and pedestrian connections within the City
limits that integrate with the SLO County Bikeways Plan, SLO County Bicycle Advisory Committee’s
Significant Regional Corridors and the Salinas River Trail Master Plan to provide regional bike and trail
connections to San Miguel, Creston, and Templeton.
 The City shall develop an integrated multi-modal public transportation system that has an emphasis on
the ability to use bicycles as a viable means for commuting, and improve pedestrian connections so
that they are more accessible and convenient, so that commuters are not reliant on use of automobiles.
Bicycle-Oriented:
 The City shall actively forecast future bicycle travel needs for bicyclists of all ages and abilities and as
funding becomes available, plan, upgrade, and expand bike routes and bike facilities to meet those
needs.
Pedestrian-Oriented:
 Develop an integrated digital bicycling and walking path/trail program guide with route locations, information, descriptions and photos using applications (“apps”) such as TrailLink, AllTrails, etc. to provide
real-time route information and guidance.

Actions
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 Incorporate “Complete Streets” design standards into the City’s Street Standards and Specifications for
new and rehabilitated street improvements.
 Assure all new streets and street maintenance projects include “complete streets” improvements for
vehicle, transit, bicycle and pedestrian modes.
 Develop a series of connected and safe bicycle and pedestrian loop systems that connects to local and
regional destinations for residents and tourists.
 Install multi-user safety guidance signs on all Class I routes to provide user guidance on how to safety
navigate walking and riding while sharing the same facilities.
Bicycle-Oriented:
 Improve bikeway safety by ensuring facilities are designed to reduce conflicts with vehicles; and maintain clean, smooth bike riding surfaces throughout the City.
 Ensure all new city buses include bike racks, and that the transportation center provides a sufficient
amount of bike racks, bike lockers, restroom facilities, and drinking fountains.
 Collaborate with SLOCOG and SLO County on planning, design, funding and implementation of significant regional corridors.
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Goal 2: Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
Policies
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 The City shall provide safe bicycle and pedestrian routes between major destinations such as, retail, entertainment and services, employment centers, neighborhoods, transit, schools and parks - consistent
with this plan, SLO County Bikeways Plan and the City’s Circulation Element.
 The City shall create bicycle and pedestrian facilities that are focused on connecting to the scenic qualities of Paso Robles such as the Salinas River and Downtown.
 The City should ensure the City’s pavement management system maintains safe, clean bikeways, sidewalks, crosswalks and other bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure facilities.
 Where bikeways and pedestrian trails are to be located within waterway edges, the Salinas River corridor or other natural areas, the City shall ensure that bridge structures utilize designs that minimize
disturbance or damage to natural habitat areas. Bikeways and trails in these areas should also minimize
grading to the greatest extent possible.
 The City shall evaluate the latest bicycle and pedestrian street, waterway and rail crossing enhancements when planning street improvements.
 The City will develop a set of evaluation criteria and methods to monitor safety and usage of bicycle and
pedestrian improvements.
 The City shall incorporate the latest in safety design standards, signage and traffic control techniques
into City regulations to ensure a high level of safety for bicyclists, pedestrians and motorists.
Pedestrian-Oriented:
 The City will require ADA accessible sidewalks and curb ramps for new developments and redevelopment projects within and around the project site.
 Identify “hot-spot” pedestrian linkage studies necessary to facilitate new and safer pedestrian crossing
and linkages, including: 24th Street, 13th Street, east-west connections, and railroad crossings.

Actions
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 Incorporate bicycle and pedestrian facilities in new or reconstructed streets where indicated on the
Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan.
 Install buffered Class II bike lanes (Class IIA) stripping when restriping lanes or planning new lanes, for all
Class II bike lanes where there is adequate space within the public right-of-way while maintaining driving
lane width in compliance with the City’s Circulation Element and Streets Standards and Specifications.
 Pursue pedestrian linage “hot spot” studies to implement specific pedestrian improvements in these areas.
 Ensure traffic calming street facilities such as bulb-outs, traffic circles and roundabouts, are designed to
safely accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians.
 Reference the latest advances in bicycle, pedestrian, transit and urban greening facility design for existing and future projects.
 Where street reconstruction projects extend across “at-grade” railroad crossings, streets shall be designed to include sidewalks, bicycle facilities, stop bars and pedestrian crossings with tactile warning as
approved by the City Engineer and the Union Pacific Railroad.
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 Ensure bicycle and pedestrian facilities in all new Specific Plans and the General Plan Element Updates
are consistent with this Plan.
 Develop a bike route maintenance and tracking system to monitor and repair bikeway pavement surfaces.
 Prioritize bicycle and pedestrian improvements around schools, parks and transit.
 Wherever applicable, implement planted parkways zones to provide additional separation between the
sidewalk and travel lanes, particularly along higher speed arterials.
 Routinely collect pedestrian and bicycle volumes by requiring them to be conducted in conjunction with
all intersection turning movement counts.
 Coordinate with SLOCOG and SLO County on bicycle and pedestrian counts being conducted as part
of the SLO County Bikeways Plan and other studies for locations within the City.
 Conduct annual or biannual counts of bicycle and pedestrian volumes in the vicinities of schools during
peak morning arrivals and afternoon departures.
 Conduct annual or biannual counts of bicycle and pedestrian volumes in the vicinities of high priority
projects along existing and planned regional corridors, Downtown and activity centers that are identified
in this plan.
 Geo-code bicycle and pedestrian volume data with GIS software along with other data such as pedestrian
control devices and collisions to analyze data for trends or hotspots related to bicycle and pedestrian safety.
 Evaluate various performance measures for planned and completed bicycle and pedestrian projects
that may include:
»»
»»
»»
»»

Total miles of bike lanes/trails built or striped
Linear feet of new pedestrian accommodation
Number of ADA accommodations built
Number of transit accessibility accommodations built
»» Bicycle, Pedestrian and Multimodal Levels of
Service (LOS)
»» Transportation mode shift, provided by the

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Household Travel Survey
Transit ridership
Percentage of transit stops accessible via
sidewalks and curb ramps
Rate of crashes, injuries, and fatalities by
mode
Rate of children walking or bicycling to school
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)

Bicycle-Oriented:
 Install innovative bikeway safety features, as appropriate, such as separated bikeways, and bicycle loop
detection devices, and eliminate on-street parking conflicts.
 When installing Class III signed bicycle routes, install Shared Lane Markings, or “sharrows”, when applicable, consistent with the adopted Bike Route Map.
 New or modified traffic signals along City streets with designated Class II or Class III bikeways shall include bicycle detection systems.
 When installing new drainage inlets or replacing old ones, grates should not be installed in Class II bicycle lanes, or at a minimum they should be designed as “bike-friendly” grates.
Pedestrian-Oriented:
 Create an inventory of existing and missing sidewalks, informal pathways, and key pedestrian opportunity areas.
 Ensure sidewalks meet ADA standards and are maintained regularly, especially around Downtown,
schools, parks, retail and transit stops.
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Goal 3: Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety
Policies
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 The City shall develop a multi-modal network that is focused on bicycle and pedestrian safety.
 The City shall work with the North County Cyclepeds (NCCP) to develop a comprehensive bicycle and
pedestrian safety training program.
 The City shall improve safety conditions for bicyclists and pedestrians through law enforcement efforts
focused on motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians
 The City shall require a well-connected bicycle and pedestrian network linking new and existing development to adjacent land uses.

Actions
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 Collaborate with the NCCP to develop an annual bike and pedestrian safety training program for educators and enforcement staff with the Paso Robles Police Department and Paso Robles Public Schools,
and other interested persons with assistance from Bike SLO County and the League of American Bicyclists to continuously maintain well trained staff.
 Collaborate with the NCCP to develop bicycle and pedestrian safety materials to distribute at schools,
the Department of Motor Vehicles, City recreation centers, County Social Services Department, the
Housing Authority and other venues in English and Spanish.
 Study all bicycle and pedestrian related collision records and create design solutions where applicable
and a focused enforcement effort to reduce bicycle and pedestrian collisions.
 Install bicycle and pedestrian multi-purpose path signs to direct people on how to properly share Class I paths.
Bicycle-Oriented:
 Update the City’s Street Standards and Specifications to implement current safety design standards and
methodology such as incorporating separated bikeways or buffered bike lanes.
 Collaborate with the Bike SLO County, Paso Robles Police Department, Department of Library and Recreation, Paso Robles Joint Unified School District, SLO Regional Rideshare and the League of American
Bicyclists to develop a Bike Safety Outreach Campaign on an ongoing basis.
 Collaborate with the NCCP to develop an annual Community Bike Safety Training program for residents and
businesses with assistance from the Paso Robles Police Department and the League of American Bicyclists.
 Continue to coordinate with SLO Regional Rideshare for the City to become an active participant in the
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program, including prioritizing activities to provide bike safety education
identified in the SRTS program. Activities may include assisting with parent surveys, school assemblies,
bike rodeos and other incentive and educational programs.
Pedestrian-Oriented:
 Install “rapid flashing beacon” crosswalks to increase pedestrian safety in appropriate, high-volume locations.
 Integrate pedestrian safety into the City’s Street Standards Specification and Details.
 Improve street crossings and complete gaps in the sidewalk system through development review and
capital improvement projects.
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 Install pedestrian scale lighting along sections of multi-use paths that are away from streets for security
and comfort for trail users.
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Goal 4: Bicycle and Pedestrian Support Facilities
Policies
Bicycle-Oriented:
 The City shall develop a citywide “end-of-trip” bicycle parking strategy to increase the number of secure, convenient, and attractive bicycle parking and storage facilities.
 The City shall work with local businesses and employment centers to install secure bicycle parking.
Pedestrian-Oriented:
 The City shall create and a maintain comfortable pedestrian areas that enhance the walking experience.
 The City shall encourage public pedestrian improvement projects such as public art, fountains, street
trees, lighting and directional signs.

Actions
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 Locate pedestrian amenities where they will not interrupt the flow of pedestrian and bicycle traffic.
Bicycle-Oriented:
 Develop standards that encourage bicycle accommodations (such as parking lockers and showers) in
new or significantly rehabilitated non-residential developments.
 Develop an inspection and maintenance tracking system for bicycle racks and lockers within the public right-of-way, and ensure that they are inspected and maintained annually, and kept in a safe, clean
condition. The City may establish a volunteer bike maintenance committee to conduct this work or use
crowdsourcing or online GIS-based applications.
 Coordinate with SLO Regional Transit Authority and SLOCOG to provide amenities at existing and future
transit stops such as shelters, seating and lighting.
 Develop design criteria for new downtown bike rack or locker facilities in the public right-of-way with
input by the Main Street Association.
 Collaborate with the Main Street Association to install bike racks in the downtown area consistent with
the Downtown Bike Parking Map, and to develop a “Racks with Plaques” bicycle rack donor program.
 Update the City Zoning Code, as needed, to provide Off-Street Parking Ordinance to require bike storage and support facilities including bike racks, bike lockers, rest areas, changing facilities, showers, and
drinking fountains, based on the scale and type of new development, as appropriate for commercial,
industrial, civic, multi-family residential, schools, employment centers, and large events.
Pedestrian Oriented:
 Create seating opportunities (e.g. benches, raised planters, low walls, etc.) in areas where pedestrians
congregate.
 Develop guidelines for placing pedestrian amenities (e.g. trash cans, drinking fountains) in areas with
high levels of pedestrian traffic.
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Goal 5: Bicycling and Walking Encouragement
Policies
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 The City shall coordinate with SLOCOG to support employer-bicycle, walking and transit commuter
incentive programs.
 The City will coordinate with SLOCOG and the NCCP to develop programs that encourage alternative
transportation for commuters by collaborating with regional partners.
Bicycle-Oriented:
 As a designated National League of Bicyclists, “Bicycle Friendly Community”, the City shall continue to
make measurable progress to enhance Paso Robles’ image as being a “bike-friendly” City, and pursue
re-designation in the future.
 The City shall promote programs that reduce bike theft and support efforts to recover stolen bicycles.
 The City shall develop a wayfinding and signage program for existing and new bikeways and walking
routes.
Pedestrian-Oriented:
 The City shall develop a set of walking tours in the downtown including historic districts (in collaboration
with the Historic Society), along the Salinas River corridor, and outside of the downtown in neighborhoods
and open space areas.

Actions
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 Continue to enhance “bike and walk friendly” tourist-oriented marketing materials on the City’s website,
TravelPaso.com, and work with the Chamber of Commerce, Main Street Association, and area businesses to do the same.
 Coordinate with hotels and local businesses to survey customers on their walking and bicycling experiences within the City, and solicit suggestions and input on local infrastructure to improve and support.
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Bicycle-Oriented:
 Develop and implement bike commuter reward programs for employers to encourage employee bike
and transit commuters, such as providing informational materials on State and Federal “bike-to-work”
tax break.
 Implement the regional Employer Bike Share program to make bicycles available to employers for free.
 Develop a “Bike Library” program for residents to use free, donated bicycles for residents that do not
own a bike.
 Develop a volunteer “Bike Valet” program with Bike SLO County and other partners for local events to
provide a safe place to park bikes while attending events such as: Farmer’s Market, Concerts in the Park,
and the Mid-State Fair.
 Increase focus on bicycling events such as Cycle de Mayo, Great Western Bike Rally, EROICA CA, and
other events such as bike rodeos, local bike to work or school challenges, and greater participation in
the SLO County - May Bike Month activities.
 Develop a community-based program to educate and inform residents of the environmental and health benefits of bike riding and to reinforce bike riding as a fun and exciting activity and sport.
 Collaborate with the Chamber of Commerce and the Main Street Association to develop a “bike-friendly” business reward program to encourage businesses to offer benefits to customers and clients that ride their bike to
their business.
 Work with the North County CylePed bicycle advocacy group to develop and implement walking groups,
similar to established bicycling groups, that meet on regular basis with set schedules and walking leaders/guides.
 Develop a North County branch of the Bike SLO County centered in Paso Robles to bring awareness of
bike activities and educational outreach programs to the local community.
 Step up enforcement activities that prohibit motorists illegally occupying Class II bike lanes.
 Coordinate with the NCCP and SLOCOG on the Regional Bicycle and Walking Wayfinding and Signage
Strategy for route planning, branding and implementation.
Pedestrian-Oriented:
 Educate the community on the health benefits of walking for health and transportation at events such as
the Wine Country Runs Half-Marathon and 5K and Harvest Marathon.
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Goal 6: Bike and Pedestrian Project Partnering and Funding
Policies
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 The City shall collaborate with local, regional, state, and federal agencies, and private entities, including
SLOCOG, Caltrans, San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution Control District, and others to ensure the City’s
Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan is consistent with regional transportation plans and agency regulations.

Actions
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 Pursue Safe Routes to School grant funding for bicycle and pedestrian improvements.
 Accelerate the implementation of lower priority projects if opportunities present themselves.
 The City should designate a Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator utilizing existing City staff resources to
administer and coordinate implementation of this Plan and bike programs. This coordinate should be
encouraged to be a member of the Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP).
Bicycle-Oriented:
 Coordinate with SLO County and SLOCOG for inter-regional improvements, and to jointly apply for federal, state and regional bike facility improvement grants.
 Coordinate with the NCCP to identify and apply for other available funding sources such as Caltrans’
Active Transportation Program (ATP) and Prop 83 Stormwater Grants.
 Develop an ongoing bicycle improvement planning process to review facilities installed, assess future
needs, potential funding sources and make recommendations to update the Bicycle and Pedestrian
Master Plan.
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Goal 7: Economic Growth
Policies
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 The City shall recognize the bicycle and pedestrian networks as an integral part of economic development and quality of life.
 The City shall encourage safe bicycling and walking in commercial and tourist areas to stimulate economic vitality.
 The City should work with new Specific Plan developers to ensure new Specific Plan Areas include
Class I, Class II/Class IIB, and Class III bike routes, and integrated sidewalks and trail systems.

Actions
Bicycle and Pedestrian-Oriented:
 Require bicycle and pedestrian amenities in new developments to create pleasant travel conditions for
everyone.
 Incorporate bicycle and pedestrian facilities in all planning and design efforts.
 Promote attractive streetscape, landscaping, public art and bicycle and pedestrian amenities along major commercial and tourist corridors.
 Design City roads and other facilities to promote convenient access to all users to allow efficient movement of people and goods, including vehicles, trucks, bicycles and pedestrians.
 Encourage businesses to provide employees with incentives to offset any additional costs that may result
from bicycling or walking to work.
 Promote incentives between businesses and customers to encourage walking and bicycling to businesses.
 Encourage partnerships between businesses to provide employees discounts on equipment needed
to bicycle or walk to work.
 Encourage bicycling and walking to work as a way to reduce parking requirements for employers and
businesses.
 Continue to recognize the importance of bicycling and walking as a way to enhance local tourism efforts.
 Promote bicycling and walking as an incentive to increase tourist expenditures.
 Continue to promote bicycling events, such as EROCIA, Cycle de Mayo and charity runs such as walka-thons, fun-runs and marathons to attract bicyclists and runners from out of town.
 Encourage the Paso Robles Chamber of Commerce and business community to promote bicycling and
walking in commercial areas and nearby neighborhoods to stimulate economic activity.
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Overview
Over the past five years the state of practice for bicycle facilities in the United States has undergone
a significant transformation. Much of this may be
attributed to bicycling’s changing role in the overall
transportation system. Once viewed as an “alternative” mode, it is increasingly viewed as a legitimate
transportation mode and one that should be actively promoted as a means of achieving environmental, social and economic goals.
Due to a long history of ongoing and growing
“routine accommodation” for pedestrians in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act,
such as sidewalks, crosswalks, dedicated signals,
etc., there are relatively few innovations new in pedestrian facilities. However, the City should continuously strive to identify locations for pedestrian
safety enhancement improvements including wayfinding and safety signage, and new pedestrian
connections where none currently exist.
While connectivity and convenience remain essential bicycle facility quality indicators, recent research indicates the increased acceptance and
practice of daily bicycling will require “low-stress”
bicycle facilities. Facility types and specific design
interventions intended to encourage ridership
among the “interested, but concerned” demographic tend to be those that provide separation
from high volume and high speed vehicular traffic.
Just as the state of practice has bicycle facilities has
evolved, so has technical guidance. While bike-
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way design guidance in California has traditionally
come from the State, especially Caltrans and the
California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (CA MUTCD), cities are increasingly turning to
national organizations for guidance on best practices. Primary organizations include the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO), the National Association of City
Transportation Officials (NACTO) and the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA).
Fortunately for California cities, there is increased
flexibility in design guidance offered by both Caltrans and the FHWA. In 2014, Caltrans officially endorsed the NACTO Urban Street Design Guide and
Urban Bikeway Design Guide as valuable toolkits
for designing and constructing safe, attractive local
streets. California cities may also apply for experimental designation from the FHWA for projects not
in conformance with the CA MUTCD.
The guidance provided by these manuals support
the creation of more Complete Streets. The guidance is also supported by several pieces of important legislation. The following section provides
a review of the state of practice for bicycle facilities, drawing on the AASHTO and NACTO guides.
It also includes a discussion on Complete Streets/
Routine Accommodation and as well as summaries
of relevant legislation at the local, regional, State
and national levels.
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Primary Guidance
AASHTO Guide to Bikeway Facilities
This memorandum expresses the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) support for taking a flexible approach to bicycle and pedestrian facility design. The AASHTO bicycle and
pedestrian design guides are the primary national resources for
planning, designing, and operating bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide and the Institute
of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Designing Urban Walkable Thoroughfares guide builds upon the flexibilities provided in the AASHTO guides, which can help communities plan and design
safe and convenient facilities for pedestrians and cyclists.
FHWA supports the use of these resources to further develop non-motorized transportation networks, particularly
in urban areas.

NACTO Urban Bikeway and Urban
Street Design Guides
The NACTO guides represent the industry standard for
innovative bicycle and streetscape facilities and treatments in the United States. In 2014, Caltrans followed
AASHTO and officially endorsed the NACTO Urban
Bikeway Design Guide. It is important to note that virtually all of its design treatments (with two exceptions)
are permitted under the Federal MUTCD. The NACTO
Urban Street Design Guide is the more generalized of
the two guides and organized into six sections. Each
section is further subdivided, depending on topic.
The NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide is also organized into six sections, but its information is bicycle-specific. For each section, it offers three levels of
guidance: Required Features, Recommended Features
and Optional Features. The following section introduces the broad
facility types included in the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide.
In 2014, Caltrans officially endorsed the NACTO Urban Street Design Guide and Urban Bikeway Design Guide as valuable toolkits
for designing and constructing safe, attractive local streets. At the
time, Caltrans was only the third State Department of Transportation to officially endorse the Guides.
Further categorization and design details are included in Appendix A: Design Guidelines.
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Complete Streets and Routine Accommodation
An adopted Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
provides a roadmap to support planning and implementing a bicycle and pedestrian network, can
help to integrate bicycle and pedestrian planning
into broader planning efforts and is required for
State funding of bikeway projects.
For many cities, however, a bicycle and pedestrian
plan alone is not enough to ensure the implementation of the plan’s goals and projects. A hurdle many
cities face is that their various plans are not well integrated. Despite many cities’ attempts to support
a “Complete Streets approach,” entrenched and
often contradictory policies can make implementation difficult. For instance, a Bicycle and Pedestrian
Master Plan, an ADA transition plan and a specific
plan may address the same area, but ignore each
other’s recommendations. One plan may identify
a certain project, but it may not be implementable
due to prevailing policies and practices that prioritize vehicular flow and parking over other modes.
An adopted Complete Streets policy has the potential to address these shortcomings through the
designation of some important corridors as Complete Streets, accommodating all roadway users,
and other corridors as priority corridors for a certain modes. A system that assigns priority for different modes to specific corridors, offset from one
another, is referred to as a layered network.
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Efforts to implement Complete Streets policy often
highlight other significant obstacles, chief among
them documents defining “significant impacts”
to traffic, acceptable vehicular “Level of Service”
thresholds and parking requirements. Drafting a
Complete Streets policy often means identifying
roadblocks like these and ultimately mandating increased flexibility to allow for the creation of a more
balanced transportation system. In the case of a Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan, the network identified could become the bicycle and pedestrian layers. Identification in such a plan, reiteration within a
Complete Streets policy framework and exemption
from traditional traffic analyses can make implementation more likely and much more affordable.
Legislative support for Complete Streets can be
found at the State level (AB-1358) and is being
developed at the national level (HR-2468). As
explained in further detail in the following section on applicable legislation, AB-1358 requires
cities and counties to incorporate Complete
Streets in their general plan updates and directs
the State Office of Planning Research (OPR) to include Complete Streets principles in its update of
guidelines for general plan circulation elements.
Examples of best practices in Complete Streets
Policies from around the United States can be
found at: http://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/complete-streets-2013-analysis.
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Applicable Legislation
Several pieces of legislation support increased
bicycling and walking in the State of California.
Much of the legislation addresses greenhouse gas
(GHG) reduction and employs bicycling and walking as means to achieve reduction targets. Other
legislation highlights the intrinsic worth of bicycling
and walking and treats the safe and convenient accommodation of cyclists and walkers as a matter
of equity. The most relevant legislation concerning
bicycle and pedestrian policy, planning, infrastructure and programs are described in the following
sections.

State Legislation and Policies
AB-32 California Global Warming Solutions Act
AB-32 calls for the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions and codifies the 2020 emissions reduction goal. This act also directs the California Air
Resources Board to develop specific early actions
to reduce greenhouse gases while also preparing
a scoping plan to identify how best to reach the
2020 limit.

SB-375 Redesigning Communities to Reduce
Greenhouse Gases
This bill seeks to reduce vehicle miles traveled
through land use and planning incentives. Key provisions require the larger regional transportation
planning agencies to develop more sophisticated
transportation planning models, and to use them
for the purpose of creating “preferred growth scenarios” in their regional plans that reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The bill also provides incentives for local governments to incorporate these
preferred growth scenarios into the transportation
elements of their general land use plans.

AB-1358 Complete Streets Act
AB-1358 requires the legislative body of a city or
county, upon revision of the circulation element of
their general plan, to identify how the jurisdiction
will provide for the routine accommodation of all
users of the roadway including drivers, pedestri-

ans, cyclists, individuals with disabilities, seniors
and public transit users. The bill also directs the
OPR to amend guidelines for general plan circulation element development so that the building and
operation of local transportation facilities safely and
conveniently accommodate everyone, regardless
of their travel mode.

AB-1581 Bicycle and Motorcycle Traffic Signal
Actuation
This bill defines a traffic control device as a traffic-actuated signal that displays one or more of its
indications in response to the presence of traffic
detected by mechanical, visual, electrical or other
means. Upon the first placement or replacement of
a traffic-actuated signal, the signal would have to
be installed and maintained, to the extent feasible
and in conformance with professional engineering
practices, so as to detect lawful bicycle or motorcycle traffic on the roadway. Caltrans has adopted
standards for implementing the legislation.

AB-1371 Passing Distance/Three Feet for Safety Act
This statute, widely referred to as the “Three Foot
Passing Law,” requires drivers to provide at least
three feet of clearance when passing cyclists. If
traffic or roadway conditions prevent drivers from
giving cyclists three feet of clearance, they must
“slow to a speed that is reasonable and prudent”
and wait until they reach a point where passing can
occur without endangering the cyclist. Violations
are punishable by a $35 base fine, but drivers who
collide with cyclists and injure them in violation of
the law are subject to a $220 fine.

SB-743 CEQA Reform
Just as important as the aforementioned pieces of
legislation that support increases in bicycling and
walking infrastructure and accommodation is one
that promises to remove a longstanding roadblock
to them. That roadblock is vehicular Level of Service (LOS) and the legislation with the potential to
remove it is SB-743. SB 743 is targeted for implementation in 2020.
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For decades, vehicular congestion has been interpreted as an environmental impact and has often stymied on-street bicycle projects in particular.
Projections of degraded Level of Service have, at
a minimum, driven up project costs and, at a maximum, precluded projects altogether. SB-743 could
completely remove LOS as a measure of vehicle
traffic congestion that must be used to analyze environmental impacts under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
This is extremely important because adequately accommodating cyclists, particularly in built-out
environments, often requires reallocation of rightof-way and the potential for increased vehicular
congestion. The reframing of Level of Service as a
matter of driver inconvenience, rather than an environmental impact, allows planners to assess the
true impacts of transportation projects and will help
support bicycling projects that improve mobility for
all roadway users.

CEQA for Bicycle and Pedestrian
Plans
Planning projects such as this are exempt from
CEQA analysis since they are planning and conceptual recommendations. As individual recommendations move forward toward further design
and implementation, the City will then need to determine if there are environmental impacts in which
and EIR may be necessary.

15262. Feasibility and Planning Studies
A project involving only feasibility or planning studies for possible future actions which the agency,
board, or commission has not approved, adopted, or funded does not require the preparation of
an EIR or Negative Declaration but does require
consideration of environmental factors. This section does not apply to the adoption of a plan that
will have a legally binding effect on later activities.
Association of Environmental Professionals 2014
CEQA Guidelines 229
Note: Authority cited: Section 21083, Public Resources Code; Reference: Sections 21102 and
21150, Public Resources Code.

AB-1193 Bikeways
This act amends various code sections, all relating
to bikeways in general, specifically by recognizing
a fourth class of bicycle facility, cycle tracks. However, the following may be even more significant to
future bikeway development:
Existing law requires Caltrans, in cooperation with
county and city governments, to establish minimum
safety design criteria for the planning and construction of bikeways, and requires the department
to establish uniform specifications and symbols regarding bicycle travel and traffic related matters.
Existing law also requires all city, county, regional
and other local agencies responsible for the development or operation of bikeways or roadways
to utilize all of those minimum safety design criteria
and uniform specifications and symbols.
This bill revises these provisions to require Caltrans to establish minimum safety design criteria
for each type of bikeway by January 1, 2016, and
also authorizes local agencies to utilize different
minimum safety criteria if adopted by resolution at
a public meeting.

SB-672 Traffic-Actuated Signals: Motorcycles
and Bicycles
California Bicycle
Coalition Three Feet
Passing for Safety
Education Logo
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This bill extends indefinitely the requirement to install traffic-actuated signals to detect lawful bicycle
or motorcycle traffic on the roadway. By extending
indefinitely requirements regarding traffic-actuated
signals applicable to local governments, this bill
would impose a state-mandated local program.
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Protected Bicycle Lane
San Franciso, CA

Existing law requires the state to reimburse local
agencies and school districts for certain costs
mandated by the state.

SB-760 Transportation Funding: Active
Transportation: Complete Streets
This bill seeks to establish a Division of Active
Transportation within Caltrans to give attention to
active transportation program matters to guide
progress toward meeting the department’s active
transportation program goals and objectives. This
bill requires the California Transportation Commission to give high priority to increasing safety for
pedestrians and bicyclists and to the implementation of bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The bill
also directs the department to update the Highway
Design Manual to incorporate “complete streets”
design concepts, including guidance for selection
of bicycle facilities.

AB-1218 California Environmental Quality Act
Exemption: Bicycle Transportation Plans
This bill extends CEQA requirements exemptions
for bicycle transportation plans for an urbanized
area until January 1, 2021. These exemptions include restriping of streets and highways, bicycle parking and storage, signal timing to improve
street and highway intersection operations, and
related signage for bicycles, pedestrians, and ve-

hicles under certain conditions. Additionally, CEQA
will also exempt from its requirements projects
consisting of restriping of streets and highways for
bicycle lanes in an urbanized area that are consistent with a bicycle transportation plan under certain
conditions.

Caltrans’ Deputy Directive 64-R1
Deputy Directive 64-R1 is a policy statement affecting Caltrans mobility planning and projects
requiring the agency to: “...provide for the needs
of travelers of all ages and abilities in all planning,
programming, design, construction, operations,
and maintenance activities and products on the
State highway system. The Department views all
transportation improvements as opportunities to
improve safety, access, and mobility for all travelers in California and recognizes bicycle, pedestrian, and transit modes as integral elements of the
transportation system.”
The directive goes on to mention the environmental, health and economic benefits of more Complete Streets.

AB 902 Traffic Violations and Diversion
Programs
Existing law provides that a local authority may not
allow a person who has committed a traffic violation
under the Vehicle Code to participate in a driver
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awareness or education program as an alternative
to the imposition of those penalties and procedures, unless the program is a diversion program
for a minor who commits an infraction not involving
a motor vehicle and for which no fee is charged.
This bill would instead allow any person of any age
who commits an infraction not involving a motor
vehicle to participate in a diversion program that
is sanctioned by local law enforcement. The bill
would eliminate the requirement that such a program charge no fee. The bill would make other
technical, non-substantive changes.

AB 1096 Electric Bicycles as Vehicles

Driving Through an Activated RRFB
Carslbad, CA

Existing law defines a “motorized bicycle” as a
device that has fully operative pedals for propulsion by human power and has an electric motor
that meets specified requirements. The bill would
define an “electric bicycle” as a bicycle with fully
operable pedals and an electric motor of less than
750 watts, and would create 3 classes of electric
bicycles, as specified.
The bill would prohibit the operation of a class 3
electric bicycle on specified paths, lanes, or trails,
unless that operation is authorized by a local ordinance. The bill would also authorize a local authority or governing body to prohibit, by ordinance, the
operation of class 1 or class 2 electric bicycles on
specified paths or trails.

Federal Legislation
Safe Streets Act (S-2004/HR-2468)

Buffered Bike Lane
San Diego, CA
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HR2468 encourages safer streets through policy
adoption at the state and regional levels, mirroring an approach already being used in many local
jurisdictions, regional agencies and states governments. The bill calls upon all states and metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) to adopt Safe
Streets policies for federally funded construction
and roadway improvement projects within two
years. Federal legislation will ensure consistency
and flexibility in road-building processes and standards at all levels of governance.
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Conventional Bicycle Facilities
There are three conventional bicycle facilities
types in California. These facilities are recognized
by the CA Department of Transportation and details
of their design, wayfinding and pavement markings
can be found in the CA MUTCD and CA Highway
Design Manual.

Class I: Multi-Use Paths
Class 1 multi-use paths (frequently referred to as
“bicycle paths”) are physically separated from motor vehicle routes, with exclusive rights-of-way for
non-motorized users like cyclists and pedestrians.

Multi-Use Path

Class II: Bicycle Lanes
Bicycle lanes are one-way facilities that carry bicycle traffic in the same direction as the adjacent motor vehicle traffic. They are typically located along
the right side of the street, between the adjacent
travel lane and curb, road edge or parking lane.
At key locations where heavy traffic and bicycle
use is common, green bicycle lanes may be recommended to provide additional visibility where
bicyclists and vehicles will merge.

Class III: Bicycle Routes
A bicycle route is a suggested bicycle route marked
by signs designating a preferred route between
destinations. They are recommended where traffic
volumes and roadway speeds are fairly low.

Bicycle Lane

Bicycle Route
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Enhanced Bicycle Facility Types
While conventional bicycle facilities can be found
throughout the country, there has been a shift towards enhancing these facilities. Just recently, the
CA MUTCD approved the installation of buffered
bicycle lanes, while Shared Lane Markings or
“Sharrows” have been around since 2008.
These enhancements are low cost, easy to install,
and provide additional awareness to the location
of cyclists. In many instances, installation of these
bicycle facility enhancements can be coordinated
with street resurfacing projects. The use of green
paint has also become a simple and effective way
to communicate the presence of bicyclists.

Buffered Bike Lanes

Buffered Bicycle Lanes
Buffered bicycle lanes are additional space between the bicycle lane and traffic lane, parking lane
or both provide a more protected and comfortable
space for cyclists than a conventional bicycle lane.

Shared Lane Markings (“Sharrows”)
The shared lane marking is commonly used where
parking is allowed adjacent to the travel lane. It is
now common practice to center them within the
typical vehicular travel route in the rightmost travel
lane to ensure adequate separation between cyclists and parked vehicles (35 mph or less).

Shared Lane Markings (“Sharrows”)

Bike Boxes
A bike box is a designated area at the head of a traffic lane at a signalized intersection that provides bicyclists with a safe and visible way to get ahead of
queuing traffic during the red signal phase.

Bike Boxes
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Low Stress Bicycle Facility Types
There are a number of other non-conventional facilities that the City may find useful in specific situations. In many cases, the conventional bicycle
facilities may not meet the safety perceptions of
the bicycling community. Protected bicycle lanes,
low-stress streets, bicycle prioritized routes are an
ever-evolving, ever-improving state of practice.
The facilities in this section have been implemented in other countries with great success and are
quickly being implemented in the US. Cycle tracks
and bicycle boulevards can be found throughout
California since they are proven to improve bicycling safety and increase bicycle mode share.
Details of these facilities and other treatments can
be found in the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design
Guide or AASHTO Guide of the Development of
Bicycle Facilities.

Class IV: Separated Bikeways

64%
“Of people who would like to bike more
say that protected bike lanes would make a
difference to their transportation choices.”
*PeopleForBikes Program, 2015

A separated bikeway, commonly known as cycle
tracks, is an exclusive bike facility that combines
the user experience of a separated path with the
on-street infrastructure of a conventional bike lane.
They can be either one-way or two-way depending on the street network, available right-of-way
and adjacent land use. A separated bikeway is
physically separated from motor traffic and distinct
from the sidewalk. There are a variety of physical
protection measures that range from reflective bollards to parked vehicles.

Signage and Wayfinding

Two-Way Cycle Track

The purpose to signage and wayfinding on bicycle
boulevards is to identify routes to both bicyclists
and motorists, provide destination information,
branding and inform about changes in road conditions and users of the street.

Signage and Wayfinding
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Pedestrian Facility Types
The pedestrian environment is the heart of Paso
Robles. With a grid street system, urban forestry and land use and demographics that support
walking, enhancing this form of transportation will
only increase safety and accessibility throughout
Downtown. Many of the streets already have sidewalks, especially through the neighborhoods and
commercial areas.
The following examples identify crossing treatments that apply to the Downtown area.

Pedestrian Refuge

Pedestrian Refuge

Refuge islands provide pedestrians and bicyclists
a refuge area within intersection and mid-block
crossings. Refuge islands provide a location for
pedestrians or bicyclists to wait partially through
their crossing.

Mid-block Crossings
Mid-block crossings provide convenient locations
for pedestrians to cross urban thoroughfares in areas with infrequent intersection crossings or where
the nearest intersection crossing creates substantial out-of-direction travel.

Curb Extensions
Also called bulb-outs or neck-downs, curb extensions extend the line of the curb into the travel way,
reducing the width of the street. Typically occurring
at intersections, they reduce the length a pedestrian has to cross.

Mid-block Crossing

Curb Extension
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Multi-Use Paths
Multi-use paths can either be the Caltrans designated Class I Multi-Use path or a pathway that
looks and acts like one, but does not meet all the
criteria of a Class I, such as a barrier if less than 4
feet from the curb. These multi-use paths can be
sidewalks wider than 4 feet but less than 8 feet and
are adjacent to roadways or travel through open
space, neighborhoods and parks. These multi-use
paths can still accommodate both bicyclists and
pedestrians.
Multi-Use Path
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Existing Conditions
The City’s development pattern and existing bicycle and pedestrian facilities guide the location and type
of new or upgraded bicycle and pedestrian facilities needed. For instance, employment and retail centers
should be served with bicycle and storage facilities. Schools should have continuous, safe bike and pedestrian connections to serve them from adjacent neighborhoods. Parks and natural areas may be suitable for
off-street multi-use trails.
This chapter summarizes the various datasets and models used to development the bicycle and pedestrian
projects.

Analysis Overview
To develop this Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan, a thorough analysis of existing and future conditions in
Paso Robles was conducted. GIS analyses, field work, community outreach, and meetings with city staff and
stakeholders were conducted to gather data and input. GIS analyses involved processing datasets from
the City, SLOCOG, and open source databases and combining them to reveal patterns and relationships
within Paso Robles. In addition to physical characteristics, data from the 2015 American Community Survey
were used to analyze demographics and commuting characteristics. Fieldwork was conducted on several
occasions to catalog and measure existing conditions and to collect georeferenced photography to aid in
illustrating concepts in the Plan.

Land Use Settlement Patterns and Destinations
The City of Paso Robles has two distinct areas of town - the west and east sides, which are separated by Highway 101, the Union Pacific Railroad, and the Salinas River. There are three bridges that connect these two sides
of town. Within these larger areas are six sub-areas with distinct characteristics. The sub-areas include Uptown,
Eastern - South of Niblick, Eastern Mid-Neighborhood, North Mid-Neighborhood, Northeastern Business Area,
and Town Center South. The land use patterns and sub-areas of Paso Robles are presented in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Land Use
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Westside
The City’s historic origins are on the west side of town, specifically in the Uptown area. The block and street
system is generally configured into a 36-street, grid pattern nestled between the base of the west side hills and
the highway. The west side is an easy area for bicyclists to ride around because it has fairly flat topography.
Much of the west side is comprised of older, residential neighborhoods. The west side also boasts the City’s
robust downtown commercial core. Downtown Paso Robles is a significant destination for residents and visitors.
Major destinations in downtown include the City Park, Library/City Hall and the Emergency Services Center, the
county courthouse, numerous restaurants, lodging, wine venues, cinemas, retail shopping, and offices. Additional
commercial nodes on the west side include visitor services along 24th Street and several commercial service/
light manufacturing oriented employment areas along Riverside Avenue. The updated BPMP includes a Walking
Routes Map in addition to the prior Bike Route Map. The Westside of Paso Robles presents unique opportunities
to encourage walking within the historic district, neighborhood areas, and the Salinas River Trail system.

Eastern - South of Niblick
When compared to the northern east side sub-areas, which are largely comprised of residential neighborhoods, the
sub-area south of Niblick has a more balanced land use mix with three schools, five community parks, and a large
public golf course. Bicycle connectivity between these activity centers is currently disjointed, but with the completion
of the Creston Road bike lanes and several other planned projects the area is poised to be well connected.

Eastern Mid-Neighborhood
The bulk of the eastern mid-neighborhood sub-area is largely comprised of residential neighborhoods with
several schools and parks. This sub-area also hosts an area of community commercial along Creston Road
which includes large grocery stores and other major retail businesses. Bicycle facilities are located mostly
along major arterial spines on the eastside and given a few small gap closures, this area is poised to have
a system of small loops for cyclists.

North Mid-Neighborhood
North of Highway 46 East is a residential neighborhood, the Cuesta College, and several commercial services/manufacturing employment nodes. Similar to the Eastern Mid-Neighborhood sub-area, bicycle facilities are located mostly along major arterial spines on the North Mid-Neighborhood; connecting residents to
the Salinas River as well as the two schools in the area.

Northeastern Business Area
The northeastern portion of the city is comprised of traditional commercial land uses with large retail stores,
service commercial, wineries, and the Paso Robles Airport. Several large visitor-serving uses are planned in
this area.. (this is incorrect, there is a wide sidewalk on GHR, but it’s not a Class I)

Town Center South
The south end of town is connected to the City by South Vine Street and Highway 101. The southwest side of
this area is the largest retail destination in North County. This “regional shopping center”, located on Theatre
Drive, is primarily designed to accommodate customers in vehicles. However, there is a Class II bike lane
for most of Theatre Drive in the City limits which transitions to a Class III designation that providesregional
bicycling access to the south. There is also a cluster of commercial service and manufacturing businesses
on the southeast side of the Highway, accessed only through an underpass on Highway 46 West. This area
was not designed to be bicycle-friendly.
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Population and Employment
As discussed in Chapter 1, Paso Robles’s 2015 population was
30,863. According to the 2015 American Community Survey,
roughly 40% of the population identified as Hispanic or Latino. The
median age is 36 and the male to female ratio is relatively balanced with a reported value of 95.1 males per 100 females.
Compared to its neighboring unincorporated areas, Paso
Robles’s population density is relatively high at generally
5-7 residents per acre in the center of the city as compared to less than 1 resident per acre in adjacent areas.

Figure 4-2: Population Density
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The Eastern - South of Niblick sub-area has the largest
population density in Paso Robles, with over 5 residents
per acre. Paso Robles is classified as an agricultural and
wine producing region. Employment density, which is tied
to where employed individuals live rather than work, is
highest in the Eastern Mid-Neighborhood and Northeastern Business Area sub-areas.

Figure 4-3: Employment Density
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Existing Bicycle and Multi-Use Facilities
Paso Robles existing bicycle facilities are comprised of multi-use paths,
bike lanes and shared bike routes making up almost 31 miles of existing bikeways. The City has long stretches of existing bike lanes on Vine
Street, Niblick Road, Creston Road, and Union Road. Off-street (Class
I) bikeway exists in various neighborhoods particularly through canyons and parks. There are longer stretches of multi -use paths
for bicycles and walkers along Charolais Road, through Centennial Park and a segment of the Salinas River Trail between
Navajo Road and 13th Street. The existing bicycle system is not
continuous and lacks connectivity through most the City.

Figure 4-4: Existing Bicycle Facilities
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Routes of Regional Significance
As referenced in the San Luis Obispo County Regional Transportation
Plan and Preliminary Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTR/SCS), the
federal Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA)
and the federal Transportation Efficiency Act for the 21st Century
(1998) (TEA21), have allowed SLOCOG to apportion a larger percentage of federal county funding to projects on roadways
classified as Routes of Regional Significance. Additionally, the
state legislative act SB45 (1997), has made it possible for such
routes to be eligible for Regional Transportation Improvement
Program (RTIP) funds and SLOCOG has been able to
fund a number of major projects on these routes.

Figure 4-5: Routes of Regional Significance
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Previously Proposed Bicycle Facilities – 2009 Plan
In addition to existing facilities, Paso Robles has nearly 71 miles
of planned bikeways from the 2009 Bicycle Master Plan (see
Figure 4-6). Of those proposed projects, 59% include bike
lanes, 23% bike routes, and 11% are separated multi-use paths.
The remainder includes sharrows and undefined project types.

Figure 4-6: Previously Proposed Bicycle Facilities
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Future Average Daily Trips (2045)
According to the Circulation Element in the 2011 General Plan, Average Daily Traffic (ADT) is expected to
increase greatly throughout the city by the year 2045 (see Figure 4-7). Very few road segments, around 5%,
will see a decrease in ADT during this time period. These segments are located in areas with significant
circulation changes proposed along adjacent roadways. Planned modifications will alleviate the current
capacity issues, thus lowering the ADT of these roadways.
Corridors projected to experience them most significant rise in ADT include the following:
 Linne Road, from Fontana Road to East City Limit at 43%
 River Oaks Drive, from River Road to Buena Vista Drive at 65%
 Union Road from Golden Hill Road to City Boundary at 247%
 Dallons Drive, from Buena Vista Drive to Golden Hill Road at 92%
 Buena Vista Drive, from Experimental Station Road to Circle B Road at 154%
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Figure 4-7: 2045 Average Daily Traffic
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Activity Centers
To be eligible for State funding, a city’s bicycle and pedestrian planning must address connections between
specific activity center types. These activity centers are essential destinations, including the community’s
major employers, office buildings, industrial sites, government sites, retail centers, hospitals, tourist attractions, schools and parks. According to the public input received, Downtown Paso Robles, parks and schools
were the most important activity center residents wanted to see better bicycle and pedestrian connectivity,
as shown in Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8: Activity Centers and Land Uses
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Posted Speed
A majority of Paso Robles’ streets (88%) have posted speed limits
of 25 miles per hour (mph). These streets are followed – in quantity – by streets with posted speed limits of 45 mph (5%), and those
with posted speeds of 40 mph (2%). The remainder of streets are
distributed throughout various speed limits at less than 1%.
Though the vast majority of Paso Robles’ streets are low-speed,
they are frequently confined within “superblocks”, defined by higher speed arterial streets. For cross-city travel by bike, this renders
the network of 25 mph streets disjointed and makes higher speed
arterials the only option.

Figure 4-9: Posted Speed
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Transit Routes
Paso Robles’ transit system is concentrated in the western and southern portions of the city. Service to this area
makes sense because of nearby shopping, schools, parks
and State Highway 101. Paso Robles is also served by Amtrak by way of the North County Transit Center. As bicycle
facilities and transit service are known to support one another (with bicycling helping to make “first mile/last mile”
connections and transit helping to cover longer distances)
the two should be co-located to maximize the use of both.

Figure 4-10: Transit Routes
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Safety Analysis
Bicycle and pedestrian collision data were obtained
from the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System
(SWITRS) collision data set managed by the California Highway Patrol (CHP). This dataset captures all
reported bicycle-vehicle, pedestrian-vehicle and bicycle-pedestrian collisions that resulted in injury or
property damage in Paso Robles from 2011 through
2015. Collisions on off-street paths are not reported in
the data. It is important to note that collisions involving
bicyclists are known to be under-reported, and therefore bicycle collisions are likely under-represented.

Figure 4-11: Pie Chart of Collision Severity

During this five year period, there were 31 bicycle-vehicle collisions and 21 pedestrian-vehicle collisions reported. Of all reported bicycle and pedestrian collisions during this time period, no collisions
resulted in a fatality. Over the five year period cited,
bicycle collision counts rose steadily, with a high of
9 occurring in 2015. Pedestrian collisions also rose
between 2011 and 2014, but saw a sharp decrease
in 2015. The cause of these fluctuations is unknown.
Bicycle collisions by time of day were distributed
throughout the day, showing peaks coincident
with traditional rush hour patterns (6am-9am and
3pm-6pm). Bicycle collisions stayed relatively high
through 9pm indicating possible lighting issues.
Pedestrian collision activity was also dispersed
throughout the day with the highest value recorded between 3pm and 9pm. The trends are likely
caused by poor visibility and higher traffic volumes
during these time periods. In terms of location, the
most problematic street was Spring Street, with 8
reported collisions in the five-year period studied.
Creston Road and Pine Street followed with 5-6
collisions reported, as shown in Figure 4-13.
The two overwhelming causes of reported bicycle-related incidents were “Wrong Side of Road”
and “Improper Turning,” with counts of 10 and 5
respectively. The lane choice incidents indicate
improper behavior by bicyclists, while the turning
behavior indicates improper behavior by drivers.
A very small percentage of reported bicycle collisions, roughly 6 percent, resulted in severe injuries. The remainder of collisions resulted in complaints of pain or other visible injuries.
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Figure 4-12: Funnel Chart of Total Collisions by Year
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The primary causes of pedestrian collisions were “Pedestrian Violation” and “Pedestrian Right of Way” with
counts of 11 and 5, respectively, indicating pedestrians
were frequently found to be at fault. A larger percentage of reported pedestrian collisions, approximately 33
percent, resulted in severe injuries, with the remainder
reporting complaints of pain or other visible injuries.

Figure 4-13: Collision Density
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Bike-Ped Propensity Model
To help define study focus areas, a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) model was created to reveal
relationships between the many factors analyzed. A Bicycle-Pedestrian Propensity Model (BPPM) was developed, considering all of the previously discussed analysis inputs, to establish where bicyclists and pedestrians are most likely to be, either currently or if improvements were to be made. The BPPM is comprised
of three submodels: Attractor, Generator and Barrier Models. These three sub-models are then combined
to create the composite Bicycle-Pedestrian Propensity Model.
Attractors are activity centers known to attract bicyclists and pedestrians. Examples are schools, transit
stops and shopping centers. Generators are developed from demographic data and address potential pedestrian and bicyclist volume based on how many people live and work within the study area. Examples of
generators are population density, employment density, primary mode of transportation to work and vehicle
ownership. Barriers are features likely to discourage or detract people from bicycling or walking. These are
generally physical limitations, such as areas with high numbers of bicycle-related collisions, high vehicle
volumes and speeds, and missing sidewalks.
The resulting maps (Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15) were employed to develop general recommendations
and to select priority projects described in the following chapter. When comparing the input from public
workshops, stakeholders, and project surveys, there was correlation between the high propensity areas for
bicycling and walking with input provided.
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Figure 4-14: Cyclist Propensity Model
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Figure 4-15: Pedestrian Propensity Model
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Bicycle Parking Plan
City codes now require bike parking facilities for public or private development. This Plan includes specific
actions to develop upgraded bike parking regulations for new development. Paso Robles Main Street, in
cooperation with Lions Club have installed over 20 bike racks in the downtown area. Citywide there are
bike racks at City pool facilities, Walmart, Albertsons, and a fitness center.
To implement an “end-of-trip” bike parking strategy, a Downtown Bike Parking Plan is included in this plan
which identifies locations to install 30 public bike racks in the downtown core. See Bike Rack Parking Plan,
Figure 4-16. Additionally, new bike racks will be installed at the City’s Multi-Modal Station to accommodate
bike commuters using other modes of transportation, such as transit and the train. Also, all City and regional
transit facilities include bikes racks on buses. Additional bike racks will also be installed at all City pools and
parks.

Bike Rack on 13th Street
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Figure 4-16: Bike Rack Parking Plan
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Implementation Overview
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan aims to improve connectivity, access, comfort, and safety for all
users. This chapter identifies projects that include both new corridors and improvements to existing bicycle
and pedestrian facilities. The proposed projects would significantly improve the City’s non-motorized transportation network by closing major bicycle and pedestrian gaps, providing continuous protected facilities
along major thoroughfares, and improving connections to important destinations such as schools, parks,
downtown, employment and retail centers.
The City recognizes that improving bicycling and walking facilities will require a multi-faceted approach consisting of a complimentary menu of recommended bicycle and pedestrian projects, programs, changes to
existing standards, codes and policies. This chapter also outlines several federal, state, and local programs
that can be adopted by the City to improve non-motorized transportation.

Recommended Bicycle and Pedestrian Projects Criteria Analysis
The proposed projects in this chapter are a combination of previously planned (but not yet implemented)
from the 2009 Bicycle Master Plan and newly recommended bicycle and pedestrian facilities, all subjected
to the same ranking criteria. Particular consideration was given to land uses that would be better served
with improved bicycle and pedestrian attractions. Previous planning efforts, public events, two workshops,
surveys, and stakeholder meetings helped identify new projects or improvements to existing facilities.
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The proposed projects form a comprehensive, lowstress network, including bicycle facilities on every major (arterial) street and several smaller (local)
streets. The Class I multi-use lanes will serve pedestrians as well as bicycles. The Plan recommends a total of 55 bike projects that equate to 37 miles of new
bikeways. Of these, 30 percent are multi-use paths,
19 percent are standard bike lanes, 6 percent are
buffered or green bike lanes, 39 percent are marked
bike routes, and 6 percent are bike routes with sharrows. New Class I routes for use by pedestrians and
bicycles are planned along the Salinas River to provide better connections and also to provide recreational opportunities in a safe, off-street environment.
All projects were ranked according to cumulative
scores derived from the following criteria that address
both geographic and demographic characteristics:

Geographic Characteristics
1. Attractors: this criterion addresses points of
interest and destinations that people would be
likely to visit, also called attractions. The number of parks, public facilities, bus stops and retail facilities within 500 feet (the average length
of a city block) of the identified project alignment are totaled and those with a higher point
value receive a higher overall score. Data for
this attribute came from the City of Paso Robles’ land use GIS layer.
2. Wineries and Hotels: this criterion addresses
connectivity to wineries and hotels; features
unique to the City’s character. The number of
wineries and hotels within 500 feet (the average length of a city block) of the identified project alignment are totaled and those with a higher point value receive a higher overall score.
Accounting for wineries and hotels separate
from other attractors will allow a unique weight
to be applied; distinguishing these unique attractors from the more common types. Data for
this attribute came from the City of Paso Robles’ land use layer and SLOCOG’s Employment Development Department GIS database.
3. Schools: this criterion addresses the number
of schools along the project corridor. Schools
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within quarter-mile of the identified project
alignment are counted, then totaled and those
with a higher point value receive a higher overall score. Data for this attribute came from the
City of Paso Robles’ schools GIS layer.
4. Reported Collisions: this criterion addressed
safety through five years of collision data, normalized by collisions per mile of recommended facility. The dataset used to measure collisions per mile was derived from the California
Highway Patrol’s Statewide Integrated Traffic
Records System (SWITRS).
5. Freeway Crossings: this criterion addresses the
number freeway crossings along the project corridor. Crossings within 500 feet of the identified
project alignment are totaled and the segments
with a higher number of crossings receive a higher weight as major crossings are a hindrance to
a safe and viable pedestrian route and therefore
need facilities to help keep pedestrians safe.
Data for this attribute was created by KTUA using
aerial imagery and street centerlines obtained
from the City of Paso Robles.
6. Gap Closure: this criterion addressed potential sidewalk connectivity improvements by
evaluating each recommended facility’s overall
contribution to system completeness. Data for
this attribute was created by KTUA using aerial imagery to first identify missing sidewalks,
then classify their role in network connectivity.
Segments that close gaps in an existing sidewalk facilities receive a score of 3; upgrades to
facilities that widen sidewalks or add parkway
strips receive a score of 2; and new sidewalks
or crosswalks that connect existing and proposed sidewalk facilities receive a score of 1.
7. Safe Routes to School Corridor: this criterion addresses corridors that are part of the
SLOCOG Safe Routes to School Plan. Data for
this attribute was created using SLOCOG’s Pedestrian Network data and classifying projects
based on whether they were included in the
SLOCOG SRTS Plan with a total prioritization
score ≥ 30 (3 points) or only included in the
SLOCOG SRTS Plan (2 points).
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8. Routes of Regional Significance: this criterion addresses a project’s participation in SLOCOG’s Routes of Regional Significance network given that SLOCOG is primarily interested
in supporting projects which are located along
these alignments. Data for this attribute was
created using SLOCOG’s Routes of Regional
Significance GIS layer to classify coincident
projects accordingly.

12. Household with No Vehicles: this criterion
looks at the number of households with no vehicles. For residents that do not have access to
car and rely on public transportation, biking or
walking to work and other destinations it is important and providing a safe means to do so is
imperative. Data for this attribute was obtained
from the US Census Bureau’s 2015 American
Community Survey Vehicle Ownership table.

Demographics

13. Population Density: this criterion looks at the
population density around project corridors.
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities are more effective and work best in highly populated areas where there are populations to take advantage of the facilities. Data for this attribute
was obtained from the US Census Bureau’s
2015 American Community Survey Total Population table.

The following demographic criteria looks at the
total number of specific population segments (the
number of people that walk to work, bike to work,
take transit work, etc) and divides it by the area generated by either the quarter-mile or average block
length buffer to produce a measure of density.
9. Public Transportation to Work: this criterion
looks at the number of people who use public transit to get to work. By improving access
to transit, projects may solve first and last mile
issues that may hinder transit use. Data for this
attribute was obtained from the US Census
Bureau’s 2015 American Community Survey
Transportation to Work table.
10. Under 14 Years of Age: this criterion looks at
the number of children under the age of 14. To
encourage children to walk and bike to school,
proper facilities need to be put in place. Knowing
where large populations of children live is important for proper prioritization. Data for this attribute
was obtained from the US Census Bureau’s 2015
American Community Survey Age table.
11. Walk to Work/Bike to Work: this criterion
looks at the number of people who walk and
bike to work (separated or combined based
on project type). Neighborhoods with higher populations of people that walk or bike to
work receive a higher priority for improvement,
especially if they lack the necessary facilities.
Data for this attribute was obtained from the US
Census Bureau’s 2015 American Community
Survey Transportation to Work table.
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14. Employment Density: this criterion looks at
the employment density around project corridors. Bicycle and pedestrian facilities are more
effective when they help transport people to
work either directly or through a connection to
other means of transportation such as transit.
Data for this attribute was obtained from the US
Census Bureau’s 2015 American Community
Survey Employment Status table.
15. City and Stakeholder Priority: this criterion
identify the projects that were in the 2009 Bicycle Master Plan and have yet to be implemented and projects that the public, City and
stakeholders identified as corridors they would
like to see improvements on. City staff and the
stakeholder working group gave projects a
high, moderate and low priority based on local
knowledge, upcoming CIP projects and other
factors. The scoring was then integrated with
the data driven criteria.
***Recreational demographics were not available
for this plan update, however, implementation actions included in this plan are provide to pursue
collecting data of recreational users for reporting
and monitoring in the future.
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Recommended Bicycle and Pedestrian Projects
Table 5-1 lists the proposed bicycle and pedestrian projects with helpful information such as location, facility
type, length, extent, and ranking. Figure 5-1 through Figure 5-5 are maps depicting the proposed projects
and their relationship to adjacent jurisdictions.
The numbering used to identify projects in the following section does not necessarily imply that the facility
should be built first. Bicycle and pedestrianfacility implementation has no specific time line, since the availability of funds for implementation is variable and tied to the priorities of the City’s capital projects.
This section’s list of recommended projects and the associated figures identify their locations and project
ranking. If there is desire, recommended projects can be implemented at whatever interval best fits funding
cycles or to take into consideration the availability of new information, new funding sources, updated crash
statistics, updated CIP lists, etc. The prioritization of these projects combined the use of data driven analysis
with City and stakeholder input. A few projects that may have scored low, were moved up due to knowledge
of deficiency and need based on community feedback. Bikeway and pedestrian facility prioritization and
implementation should be fine-tuned and adjusted accordingly based on future circumstances.
Detailed cost estimates can be found in Appendix E.
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Table: 5-1: Proposed Bicycle Projects
Final
Ranking
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Segment

From (N/W)

To (E/S)

Bicycle
Facility
Type

Notes

Intersection striping at Niblick and
South River and at entrance to
shopping center to improve pedestrian crossing. Also needs similar improvements at Creston and
Niblick but is included in the Creston Road Improvements. Green
Striping.

1

Niblick Road

River Road

2

Riverside Avenue

24th Street

3

Appaloosa Drive/Nickerson
Drive - Neighborhood
Connection

Creston Road Niblick Road

4

13th Street

Pine Street

5

Centennial Trail - Multi-Use
Path & Connections

6

Multi-Use Path

10th Street

Class 2
Green
Class
3A

Bikeways (Bike Route) Sharrows
and signage.

Riverside
Avenue

Class 2

Sidewalks and striping. Coordinate with Union Pacific.

Lana Street

Creston Road

Class 2

Class 3 with wayfinding signage.

River Road

Snead Street

Class 1

Class 1 Trail.

7

“Nico’s” Path

Nicklaus
Drive

Old South
River Road

Class 1

Will require a creek crossing. This
is a very dangerous crossing right
now with an exposed washed out
pipe. This is a critical path from
residential down to Woodland Plaza. Partial funding has been supplied by the Alder Creek Project.

8

13th Street

Vine Street

Pine Street

Class 3

Signage and Sharrows

9

Navajo - Multi-Use Path &
Connections

Salinas River
Path

River Road

Class 3

Class 3 with wayfinding signage

10

Pat Butler Elementary School
Facilities- Nicklaus Street

Niblick Road

Rambouillet
Road

Class 2

Class 2 striping and signage

11

24th Street

Spring Street

Black Oak
Drive

Class 2

The portion of 24th Street from
Riverside to Ysabel is covered in
AB1600 fees #25. The section between Riverside and Spring could
be class 2, but will be part of an
overall plan to widen the overpass
and to add curb, gutter and sidewalk at Fairgrounds..

12

Charolais Road

River Road

East City
Boundary

Class 3

Signage on South side of road.
Class 2 on the north side of the road
should be on maintenance list.

13

Vine Street

24th Street

6th Street

Class 2

Green bike lane

14

Pine Street

13th Street

4th Street

Class 3A Sharrows and Signage

15

Paso Robles Street

Paso Robles
Street

Navajo
Avenue

Class 3

Class 3 with signage and wayfinding.
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Table: 5-1: Proposed Bicycle Projects (Cont.)
Final
Ranking

Segment

From (N/W)

To (E/S)

Bicycle
Facility
Type

Notes

Pedestrian
Enhancements

Add missing curb, gutter and sidewalk. Class 3 bike lanes with signage and wayfinding.

16

Railroad Street

14th Street

10th Street

17

Salinas River Trail

Navajo
Avenue

Niblick Road

Class 1

Class 1 Trail. My require retaining
walls and or boardwalk approach.

18

13th Street Bicycle &
Pedestrian Bridge

Riverside
Avenue

River Road

Class 2

Green lanes and conflict zone
painting at intersection. Raise priorities for bicycles at intersection.

19

Riverside Avenue

24th Street

Black Oak

Class 2

20

Navajo - Bicycle & Pedestrian
Bridge

Paso Robles
Street

Navajo
Avenue

Class 1

Bridge and Class 1 Multi-Use trail.
One of four bridges proposed.

21

10th Street

Vine Street

Riverside
Avenue

Class 3A

Sharrows and Signage. Requires
Rail Road crossing.

22

Rambouillet Road

Snead Street

Charolais
Road

Class 2

Class 2 striping and signage

23

North River Road

City limits

Union Road

Class 1

This needs to be looked a very
carefully for feasibility. It is shown
crossing existing buildings on
private property. If we try to build
path west of private property we
are in the river.

24

Larry Moore Park Facilities

Salinas River
Path

River Road

Class 3

Class 3 with wayfinding signs

25

Stoney Creek Drive

Creston Road

Rambouillet
Road

Class 2

Class 2 striping and signage

26

North River Road

River Oaks

Union Road

Class 3

Should include wayfinding signs at
both ends.

27

24th Street

Vine Street

Spring Street

Class 2

28

Park Street

28th Street

36th Street

Class 3A Sharrows and Signage

29

Vine Street

24th Street

36th Street

Class 3

Signage

30

Bauer-Speck Elementary Loop

Vine Street

Vine Street

Class 2

Will need curb, gutter and sidewalk.

31

34th Street

Oak Street

Park Street

Class 2

32

Ramada Drive

CA-46 W

Salinas
Connection

Class 2

33

28th Street

Vine Street

Railroad

Class 2

34

24th Street

Vine Street

Western City
Limits

Class 3

35

Buena Vista Drive

Experimental
Station Road

CA-46

Class 3A Sharrows and signage

36

Commerce Way

Sherwood
Road

Scott Street

Class 2

37

36th Street

Park Street

Vine Street

Class 2

38

Meadowlark Road

Creston Road Beechwood

Will require RR crossing to get to #45

Class 2
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Table: 5-1: Proposed Bicycle Projects (Cont.)
Final
Ranking
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Segment

From (N/W)

To (E/S)

Bicycle
Facility
Type

Notes

39

Beechwood Specific Plan

Meadowlark
Road

Creston
Road, Airport
Road

Class 1

Class 1 Trail part of Beechwood
Specific Plan. Developer responsibility.

40

Bicycle & Pedestrian Bridge

Salinas River
Trail

Riverbank
Lane

Class 1

650’ bridge. One of 4 proposed
bridges.

41

16th Street

Vine Street

Spring Street

Class 2
Destino Paso is conditioned to
provide buffered Class 2 bike
lanes in front of the project and a
gravel path on the other side of
the street

42

Airport Road

Dry Creek
Road

CA-46

Class 3

43

4th Street

Vine Street

Spring Street

Class 2

44

Golden Hill Road

Signal

CA-46

Class 3A

Bikeways (Bike Route) Sharrows
and signage.

45

Salinas River Trail

Riverbank
Lane Bicycle
& Pedestrian
Bridge

Southern City
Limits

Class 1

Connect to the end of Ramada
and go through the Firestone
Walker property. Would require
and easement.

46

Wisteria Lane

Dallons Road

Erskine
Parkway

Class 2

Signage and Wayfinding.

47

Buena Vista Drive

Dallons Drive

Buena Vista
Drive

Class 3

Signage.

48

Huerhuero Creek Trail

Golden Hill
Road

CA-46

Class 1

Will require bike and pedestrian
bridge at Ravine Water Park.

49

Airport Road, Tower Road,
Jardine Road, Beacon Road,
Aerotech Center Way. Dry
Creek Road.

Dry Creek
Road

Dry Creek
Road

Class 3

Signage. Sharrow on Dry Creek
Road.

50

Olsen Ranch

Linne Road

Meadowlark
Road

Class 1/
Class 3

Main arterial through Olsen project
as Class 1 as well as a Class 1 Trail
on the North, East and Meadowlark
Road. The north, east and south
perimeter roads to be Class 2.

51

Fontana Road and Linne Road

Sherwood
Road

Hanson Road

Class 3

Class 3 bike lanes

52

Golden Hill Road

Cava RV Park Huerhuero

Class 1

Multi-use Path, signage, seasonal
crossing on the Huerhuero.

53

Scott Street

Olsen
Ranch West
boundary

Olsen
Property East
boundary

Class 2

Scott Street from Commerce to Airport has recently been striped.

54

Golden Hill Road

Wysteria
Lane

Cava RV Park

Class 2

Signage and Wayfinding.

55

Chandler Ranch Specific Plan
Area Bike Improvements
-Sher- wood Road

Golden Hill
Road

Chandler
Ranch

Class 1

This is planned to be a Class 1
Multi- Use path. Preliminary design
by Wallace and intended to be included in AB1600.
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Figure 5-1: Proposed Bicycle Projects Key
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Figure 5-2: Proposed Bicycle Projects - Map 1
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Figure 5-3: Proposed Bicycle Projects - Map 2
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Figure 5-4: Proposed Bicycle Projects - Map 3
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Figure 5-5: Proposed Bicycle Projects - Map 4
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Improvements to Existing Bicycle
and Pedestrian Facilities
Based on public input and field review, the following are improvements recommended for existing
bicycle and pedestrian facilities.

Multi-use Paths
Add additional wayfinding and lighting, especially
in heavily used sections of multi-use trails. Along
heavily used segments, a centerline stripe is recommended to identify right-of-way travel for all bicycle and walking users.

Bicycle Lanes
Whenever repaving projects or traffic signal upgrades occur, install bicycle detector loops per
CA MUTCD requirements. Install “bike boxes” at
congested intersections such as 13th Street & Paso
Robles Street, 13th Street & Riverside Ave., Niblick
Road at the stop lights in front of the Woodland
shopping centers, and southbound Spring Street
& Niblick Road.
On the westside of the City, Pacific Avenue extends west into the County and becomes Peachy
Canyon Road. Peachy Canyon Road is a popular
recreational ride for locals and visitors alike. The
neighborhood area within the City is also popular
for walking. There is a “pinch-point” on Pacific Avenue that does not have a sidewalk connection
and when there are cars parked at that location in
particular pushes bicycles fulling into the lane. It is
recommended to install sidewalks, and post and
paint sharrows at this location in the future, as well
as post a “no parking” side at this narrow point.

Potential Separated Bikeways / Cycle Tracks
Statewide guidelines have officially designated
separated bikeways, or cycle tracks, as Class 4
bikeways. Wherever possible, bike lanes can be
converted to separated bikeways.
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Other Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
Integration of this plan into the surrounding transportation and transit network improves the user
experience by providing intuitive, safe and recognizable routes connecting active transportation
and transit networks. Providing infrastructure for a
broad range of users and mobility devices establishes a set of best practices for the development
of a complete bicycle and pedestrian network. The
overarching goal of a bicycle and pedestrian master plan is to safely provide active transportation
infrastructure to persons at all levels of ability.
Improving bicycle and pedestrian access to transit
helps to expand the sphere of influence for both
bicyclists and all transit users, and can improve the
transit rider and active transportation user relationship. A layered network enhancement of transit
station area improvements allows for a connected
multi-modal transportation network. Improvements
will be guided by a set of best practices as they
apply to transit stops and stations, bicycle facilities
and associated pedestrian improvements.

Access Improvements for Transit
The improvement of access for bicycles and pedestrians to transit stations and stops should be
centered on two overall goals:
Decreasing the average travel time of bicyclists and
pedestrians accessing transit - This is achieved by
decreasing wait times at intersections and by increasing speed and capacity along bicycle routes.
Bicycle and pedestrian prioritized signal timing improvements decrease waiting times with the provision of improved bicycle facilities increases the
average user’s speed and enhanced crosswalks
to improve pedestrian visibility.
Decreasing point-to-point distances - This is
achieved through the utilization of strategic shortcuts and increased street crossing opportunities.
Utilize and improve the off-street routes through
utility easements and parks where mid-block
crossings can be used to significantly reduce point
to point distances.
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SLOCOG Safe Routes to
School Program
The Safe Routes to School (SRTS) is a national and
international movement that aims to increase the
number of children walking and bicycling to school
by making it safer for them to do so. The primary
goal of the SLO County SRTS program is to educate and empower schools and communities on
safety using data, as well as to encourage students
and their families to change their commuter habits
by utilizing active transportation choices.
After funding for Safe Routes to School was consolidated into the Active Transportation Program
(ATP), it is no longer completely segregated by region. Schools in San Luis Obispo County must now
compete against projects located in larger urban
areas. In order to be competitive against schools
located in urban areas with higher bicycle and pedestrian collisions and fatalities, it is necessary to
employ comprehensive data that shows the high
risk of injury for students who walk and bike.
Based on this information, a Safe Routes to School
Infrastructure Inventory (SRTSII) was produced by
Rideshare, a SLOCOG division. This inventory is
meant to give each school in the area a data profile that aides the jurisdictions in the county to compete for dollars towards infrastructure improvements. Rideshare plans to apply for ATP funds to
continue to expand the coverage of the SRTSII
data collection, as well as to create an overarching
Regional SRTS Strategic Plan. This plan includes
both non-infrastructure and infrastructure projects
in the region in a high-level, strategic document
that provides deeper support and clearer standards for the member jurisdictions’ Public Works
and Planning Departments.
The SRTSII shows the need for more or improved
walking and biking amenities at a given school site
by prioritizing improvements through a systematic
process that weighs various forms of quantitative
and qualitative evidence including: vehicle and pe-
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destrian counts, Transportation Injury Mapping System (TIMS) collision data from 2003 – 2011, surveys
of the physical infrastructure surrounding a school,
obesity data, speed data, and assessment of allegorical data from parents and crossing guards at
each school site. Tools, like an Inventory Survey
and Mapping Legend, were developed to assess
key street-level features surrounding a school. A
vehicle count form was created by Rideshare to
track the number of cars, pedestrians and bicyclists around primary and secondary entrances to
schools at the start and end of school days. Additionally, the County worked with the SRTS Taskforce partners to collect the obesity and speed
data needed to round out each profile.
It was determined that up to 30 of the county’s over
90 public schools could be inventoried in time.
Members from the Technical Transportation Advisory Committee (TTAC) and the SRTS Taskforce
were asked to help identify the schools to inventory,
which were then divided into tiers. Priority was given to those with highest infrastructure needs (Tier
One). Using this feedback, a list of 29 schools were
chosen to be assessed. The following list shows the
schools in Paso Robles that were selected as part
of the SRTS infrastructure inventory. The inventory
maps can be found in Appendix D.
Paso Robles schools in Tier 1
Daniel E. Lewis Middle School
Georgia Brown Elementary School
Paso Robles High School
Winifred Pifer Elementary School
Paso Robles schools in Tier 2
Bauer-Speck Elementary School
Flamson Middle School
Kermit King Elementary School
Pat Butler Elementary School
Virginia Peterson Elementary School
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Figure 5-6: Safe Routes to School - North
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Figure 5-7: Safe Routes to School - South
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For the assessment area, a ¼ mile and ½ mile radius were used based on National SRTS standards
and the average layout of streets and sidewalks
surrounding school sites in San Luis Obispo County.
A mapping component was also paired with the inventory tool to illustrate bicycle and pedestrian collision points within a ¼ mile and ½ mile radius buffer
around each selected school. The maps also indicate
signal types, park and recreational facilities, community
boundaries, railroad tracks, highways and interstates,
geographic barriers, bikeways, and roadways. Existing
infrastructure such as roadway signals, informal pathways, school entrance points, and crosswalk signs
were also collected and added to the GIS maps.
Continual infrastructure improvements within a ¼
mile radius around a given school, will make more
families feel safe having their children walk and bike
to school. This trend is anticipated to have a positive effect on traffic in neighborhoods and on arterials by reducing car traffic, thereby increasing the
opportunity for students to walk or bike to school.
Additional effects as a result of this change in habit
is anticipated to include reduced greenhouse gas
emissions around school campuses, reduction in
obesity rates, less parking challenges and less traffic impacts on neighborhood streets and arterials.

Programs
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Evolving State of Practice in
Bicycle Programs
There has been a shift away from the traditional,
compartmentalized “Six Es” approach developed
by the League of American Bicyclists (Engineering,
Education, Encouragement, Enforcement, Equity
and Evaluation and Planning), and instead toward a
fully integrated and complementary menu of initiatives. By offering a menu of initiatives, rather than a
prescriptive list, active transportation programming
can more accurately address the existing conditions and desired outcomes of a given context.
In addition to changes in the content and organization of active transportation programs, there has
also been a shift in implementation strategies. Programs are increasingly targeted at specific project
areas, in conjunction with the construction of bicycle
and pedestrian facility projects. The implementation
of a capital project represents a unique opportunity to promote a city’s active transportation system,
cycling, and walking as attractive transportation options. Projects or “Engineering” represent the most
visible and perhaps most tangible evidence of a
great place for bicycling and walking. A new bicycle
facility attracts attention of cyclists and non-cyclists
alike. As such, it represents a great opportunity to
reach out to the “interested, but concerned” within
the neighborhood. Impact to this target group will
be strongest by directly linking facility improvements
and supportive programs. In this way, bundling bicycle programs with projects represents a much higher return on investment for both.

This section includes a diverse list of programs
intended to support the bicycle and pedestrian
projects recommended in this plan. Due to a long
history of routine accommodation for pedestrians
(i.e. sidewalks, crosswalks, dedicated signals, etc.),
programs targeting walking are relatively uncommon. Conversely, the historic lack of routine accommodation for bicyclists has fostered confusion
about the role of bicyclists in the overall transportation system and has necessitated an impressive
diversity of bicycle-related programs.

 Monitoring and Evaluation

Additional background information on the changing “state of practice” in bicycle and pedestrian
programming, namely the increased integration of
programs and projects is also provided.

These categories are not definitive. They are
merely intended to offer some level of organization to the many program initiatives, most which fall
into at least one category.

The programs recommended for the City of Paso
Robles are organized as a menu of initiatives, each
listed under a broad category:
 Education/Encouragement/Marketing
 Education/Enforcement
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Existing Programs
Paso Robles is no stranger to bicycle and pedestrian-related programs and events. The City hosts
notable events such as the Great Western Bicycle
Rally, Cycle de Mayo, Eroica California, and several
local walks and runs. These events are all opportunities that allow the City to engage with the community in a topic related to bicycling and walking.
The City also conducts several programs with the
help of SLOCOG, Bike SLO County, and North County Cycle Ped. SLOCOG has a team dedicated to developing active transportation related programs and
capital projects with all member cities. SLOCOG recently approved the Active Transportation Partnership Program, a “series of work program strategies
defined with the intent to bridge the interests and
goals of the active transportation community.”
Bike SLO County is a nonprofit organization based
out of San Luis Obispo that strives to “improve the
quality of life in San Luis Obispo County through bicycle advocacy, education, and inspiration.” Their
county programs include bike education, a bike
kitchen, bike valet service at public events, RideWell, and Kidical Mass. North County CyclePeds
collaborates with Bike SLO County on bike oriented educational events and weekly rides.
The North County CyclePed (NCCP) organization
supports bicycling and walking advocacy, education and improvemetns. NCCP has done well in
supporting local bike riding, however the City could
reach out NCCP and collaborate on implementing
regular, guided walks. Many local residents and
visitors are not currently aware of high-quality places to walk in the community, therefore, greater effort should be focused on bringing the community
information on Walking Routes.
The City of Paso Robles and the Paso Robles
Unified School District are also members of the
countywide Safe Routes to School Task Force,
managed by SLOCOG through its SLO Regional
Rideshare program. This group discusses infrastructure and non-infrastructure based programs
that impact schools and the community. The task
force also allows all members to improve their
safe routes to school planning, reduce duplication
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of efforts, and increase access to resources. This
group also provides several services and opportunities to schools that are interested in creating safe
and enjoyable transportation alternatives to and
from school. As part of SLO Regional Rideshare’s
Cycle 2 Active Transportation Program (ATP) grant
schools in Paso Robles can apply for support in
creating a “bicycle track” in their school yard. Bicycle tracks, also known as Traffic Gardens, are
street mockups that teach students proper signaling, yielding, and other traffic rules. They provide a
safe and interactive environment where students
can learn real-life situations at a young age. In order to receive these funds, the school district must
provide funding for the slurry and seal of the blacktop and must also be an engaged member of SLO
Regional Rideshare’s ATP grant that also provides
on-bike education through a school’s Physical Education curriculum.

Education/Encouragement/
Marketing
Community Bicycle Programs- Bike Kitchens
Community bicycle programs, also known as Bike
Kitchens, are commonly formed as grass roots initiatives by community members to provide bicycles, helmets, maintenance and safety instruction
to people as a means of expanding their transportation options and providing people better access
to work and services. Bike SLO County hosts a bike
kitchen out of their San Luis Obispo headquarters.
Paso Robles could support the creation of a Bike
Kitchen within its boundaries and leverage its resources in coordination with the bicycle facilities
prioritized in the bicycle and pedestrian master
plan. This combination will help to encourage an
increase in cycling mode share, serve as a missing
link in the public transit system, reduce GHG emissions and provide additional “green” jobs related
to system management and maintenance. While it
is likely infeasible to have a Bike Kitchen for each
target area, any local Bike Kitchens and their resources should be marketed within those areas
and directed towards target audiences.
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Street Smarts Classes and Bicycle Ambassadors

Participate in National Bike Month

This initiative promotes safe
bicycling through community-based outreach, which
helps bridge the gap between people who want to
start riding and the availability
of opportunities to help people learn to bicycle safely. Ideally,
these classes would be taught by
Bike SLO County, using their Road
Skills 101 Workshop, Bike Smart at Work, Bike Smart
in Class, and Maintenance Classes. In addition, LCI
certified personnel can teach these classes. In addition, the North County CyclePeds organization
should collaborate with Bike SLO County to augment and expand their services in Paso Robles.

SLOCOG/SLO Regional Rideshare also sponsor
National Bike Month in May. Since 1956, communities from all over the country have celebrated
National Bike Month as a chance to showcase the
many benefits of bicycling as well as to encourage
people of all ages and backgrounds to bike more
often. The biggest event that takes place during
Bike month is Bike to Work day. Local business,
nonprofits, and entire city agencies participate by
either hosting pit stops where bicyclists can stop to
gather healthy food and drinks, or by simply bicycling to work. Paso Robles participates in May Bike
Month - Cycle de Mayo event where it showcases
bike and pedestrian improvements and plans, and
provides bike education through bike rodeos to
reach out to school age children.

Participate in Walk and Bike to School Day

Education/Enforcement/Equity

This one-day October event in more than 40 countries celebrates the many benefits of safely walking and cycling to school. Walking and rolling to
school embodies the two main goals: to increase
children’s physical activity and to empower parents
to make these kinds of healthy choices. SLO Regional Rideshare coordinates registration efforts
and provides technical support and resources for
Walk to School Day. For more information, go to
www.slosaferoutes.org.

Educate All Police Department Staff Regarding
Bicycle and Pedestrian Issues and Concerns
If the ultimate aim is to promote cycling as a legitimate form of transportation, all officers should
receive some form of bicycle training and should
be offered LCI training, if possible. Appropriate
training regarding pedestrian issues and solutions
should be provided as well.

Designate a Law Enforcement Liaison
Responsible for Cycling Issues and Concerns
This liaison would be the main contact for Paso
Robles residents concerning bicycle and pedestrian related incidents. This liaison would perform
the important role of communicating between the
law enforcement agency and cyclists and pedestrians. The liaison would oversee the supplemental
education of law enforcement officers regarding
bicycle and pedestrian rules, etiquette and behavior. The liaison could also ride a bicycle while on
duty and participate in the Regional Safe Routes to
School Taskforce. Allocate funding for the training
and support of this duty, as well as for necessary
bicycle equipment.
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Targeted Enforcement
Many law enforcement departments employ targeted enforcement to educate drivers, cyclists and
pedestrians about applicable traffic laws and the
need to share the road. These efforts are an effective way to expand mobility education. Targeted
enforcement should be expanded to warn and educate drivers, cyclists and pedestrians about laws,
rules of the road and safe procedures. This could
be in the form of a brochure or tip card explaining
each user’s rights and responsibilities. Targeted
enforcement may help mitigate the following traffic
safety problems:
 Speeding in school zones
 Illegal passing of school buses

Bicycle Safety Class

 Parking violations – bus zone, crosswalks, residential driveways, time zones
 Risks to cyclists during drop-off and pick-up
times
 Lack of safety patrol/crossing guard operations
 Unsafe cycling and pedestrian practices
 Other school zone traffic law violations

Implement a Bicycle Diversion Program
A Bicycle Diversion Program allows for adult cyclists who commit traffic violations to receive reduced fines in exchange for taking a bicycle education class. On September 21, 2015, California’s
Governor Jerry Brown signed Assembly Bill 902 to
create such a program. This legislation has been
touted as a boost for both equity and encouragement in cycling. It is expected to promote equity
because, in reducing fines, it effectively makes cycling more affordable. It is expected to encourage
cycling by treating violations as opportunities to
educate people and impart confidence and skills.
AB 902 went into effect on January 1, 2016, but it
will be up to each city and its law enforcement department to adopt diversion programs.

Helmet Giveaway

Distribute Lights and Helmets to Cyclists
If law enforcement officers observe a cyclist riding
at night without the proper reflectors or lights, they
may give the cyclist a light along with a note or
friendly reminder about the light requirement and

Police Bicycle Patrol in Torrence
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its importance. This provides a positive and educational interaction rather than a punitive one. This
program could be funded through a safety-oriented grant. Many cities have targeted the end of
daylight savings as an ideal time to perform this
function.
Helmet giveaway programs are another opportunity for positive education and interaction. Law
enforcement departments have conducted public
events to hand out helmets, as well as distributing
them in the community during patrol when an officer sees a child riding helmetless.

Law Enforcement Referral Process
Design a communication process that encourages students and parents to notify the school and
police of the occurrence of a crash or near-miss
during school commute trips involving auto, bus,
pedestrian or bicycle transportation. Include not
only the Police Department, but also the Planning
Department and SRTS stakeholders in this reporting system to help better use data generated. Enlist the help of law enforcement with a number of
traffic safety duties:
 Enforcement of traffic and parking laws through
citations and warnings.
 Targeted enforcement of problem areas – an
intensive, focused effort during the first two
weeks of school, as well as a strategy for the
rest of the year.
 Participation in traffic safety programs: Traffic
Garden, SRTS Task Force, etc

Trip Reduction Program for Employees
Paso Robles can work alongside SLOCOG and the
San Luis Obispo County Air District to provide trip
reduction programs for employees. SLOCOG currently has a System Efficiency program that targets
maximizing the “efficiency of existing transportation
system through the implementation of Demand
Management, System Management, and Intelligent
Transportation Systems.” Of these, the Demand
Management, also known as SLO Regional Rideshare’s Back ‘N’ Forth Club, is one that the City can
implement further with the adoption of this Plan.
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The “Back N Forth Club” is a free program that assists employers in educating and encouraging their
employees to make alternative commute choices.
As a member of the club, SLO Regional Rideshare
will provide multiple tools and assistance to a designated Super Commuter who acts as the lead
contact within the City. Funding for Emergency
Ride Home, access to online ridematching and
incentive management software, and additional
marketing collateral are just a few of the free tools
provided to members of the Back ‘N’ Forth Club. .
The “Know How to Go” program is an online planner that provides information regarding transportation options based on personal physical mobility
capabilities. Finally, SLO Regional Rideshare’s 511
program offers real-time traffic information and a
multi-modal trip-planning tool (including bike and
walking directions) at slo511.org and personalized
trip planning Monday-Friday, 8am-5pm by dialing
5-1-1. Collaborating to market these free multi-modal travel tools helps the public better understand
their mobility options are not limited to single occupancy vehicle trips.

Monitoring and Evaluation
North County CyclePeds Advisory Committee
The North County CyclePeds (NCCP) group
formed out of a prior City Bicycle Advisory Committee (BPAC) to in part, assist the City with implementation of plan projects, policies and programs.
The NCCP supports City staff, volunteers and advocates to continue efforts to improve walking and
bicycling throughout the City. This group acts as
a community liaison and addresses issues concerning local bicycling and walking. The NCCP can
review the implementation and regularly evaluate
the progress of improvements in the Bicycle and
Pedestrian Master Plan.

Conduct Bicycle and Pedestrian Counts and
Review Collision Data
Conduct regular bicyclist and pedestrian counts
throughout the city to determine baseline mode
share and subsequent changes. Conducting
counts would allow the City to collect information
on where the most bicycling and walking occur.
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This assists in prioritizing and justifying projects
when funding is solicited and received. Counts
can also be used to study bicycling and walking
trends throughout the City. Analysis that could be
conducted includes:
 Changes in volumes before and after projects
have been implemented
 Prioritization of local and regional projects
 Research on clean air change with increased
bicycle use
Counts should be conducted at the same locations and at the same times every year. Conducting counts during different seasons within the year
may be beneficial to understanding the differences in bicycle and pedestrian traffic volumes based
on weather and tourism. In addition, bicycle and
pedestrian counts should be collected as part of
any existing traffic counts. Results should be regularly recorded for inclusion in the bicycle and pedestrian report card.
The Paso Robles Police Department collects and
tracks collision data. Reports of traffic collisions
should be presented at the Bicycle Pedestrian
Advisory Committee. Traffic collisions involving cyclists and pedestrians should be reviewed and analyzed regularly to develop plans to reduce their
frequency and severity. Any such plans should include Police Department involvement and should
be monitored to determine their effectiveness. Results of the number of collisions should be recorded in the bicycle and pedestrian report card.

Develop Walking and Bicycle Report Cards

Chapter 5: Implementation Plan

The City can use the report card to track trends,
placing more value on relative than absolute gains
(in system completion, mode share and safety). For
example, an upward trend in travel by bicycle or
walking could be viewed as a success, regardless
of the specific increase in the number of bicyclists
or walkers. Safety should be considered relative to
the increase in bicyclists and walkers. Sometimes
crash numbers go up simply because bicycling
and walking increases, at least initially. Instead,
measure crashes as a percentage of an estimated
overall mode share count.
A major portion of the report card would be an
evaluation of system completion. An upward trend
would indicate that the City is progressing in its efforts to complete the bicycle and pedestrian network identified in this document. The report card
could be developed to utilize information collected
as part of annual and ongoing evaluations, as discussed in the previous sections. The report card is
not intended to be an additional task for City staff,
but rather a means of documenting and publicizing
the City’s efforts related to bicycle and pedestrian
planning. If a Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee is appointed, it can be a task of the committee
to review the report cards and adjust future plans
and goals accordingly.
In addition to quantifying accomplishments related
to the bicycle plan, the City should strive to quantify its efforts. These may be quantified as money
spent, staff hours devoted or other in-kind contributions. The quantified effort should be submitted as
a component of the bicycle and pedestrian report
card. Some cities publish their report cards online.

The City could develop a bicycle and pedestrian
report card, a checklist used to measure the success of plan implementation, as well as effort made,
within the City. The report card could be used to
identify the magnitude of accomplishments in the
previous year and general trends. The report card
could include, but not be limited to, keeping track
of system completion, travel by bicycle or on foot
(counts) and safety.
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Potential Infrastructure Funding Sources
Federal, state and local government agencies invest billions of dollars every year in the nation’s transportation system. Only a fraction of that funding is used to develop policies, plans and projects to improve
conditions for bicyclists and pedestrians. Even though funds are available, they are limited and often hard
to find and/or compete for in smaller towns and rural counties, such as San Luis Obispo County. Good
projects sometimes go unfunded because communities may be unaware of a fund’s existence, don’t have
the resources available to pursue funding, or may apply for the wrong type of grant program. In addition,
there is competition between municipalities for the limited available funds, and there is a priority of funding
for economically disadvantaged communities.
Whenever federal funds are used for bicycle and pedestrian projects, a certain level of state and/or local
matching funding is generally required. State funds are often available to local governments on similar
terms. Almost every implemented active transportation or complete street program and facility in the United States has had more than one funding source and it often takes a good deal of coordination to bring
the various sources together.
According to the publication by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), An Analysis of Current Funding Mechanisms for Bicycle and Pedestrian Programs at the Federal, State and Local Levels, where successful local bicycle and pedestrian facility programs exist, there is usually an active transportation coordinator with extensive understanding of funding sources. Cities such as Seattle, Portland, and Tucson are
prime examples. City staff are often in a position to develop a competitive project and detailed proposal
that can be used to improve conditions for bicyclists and pedestrians within their jurisdictions. Some of the
following information on federal and state funding sources was derived from the previously mentioned
FHWA publication.
Table 7-1 identifies potential funding opportunities that may be used from design to maintenance phases
of projects. Due to trends in Low Impact Development (LID) and stormwater retention street designs, funding sources for these improvements not only increase the chances for first and last mile improvements,
but can also be incorporated into streetscape and development projects. The sources are arranged by
federal, state, local, and private, and the uses that the funds may address.
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Table 6-1: Funding Sources
FUNDING USES

FUNDING ORIGIN

Maint. & Operations

FUNDING SOURCE

Typical
Approaches

CIP Development

FINDING, FRAMING AND FUNDING A PROJECT

ATYPICAL APPROACHES
FIRST &
LAST
MILE

URBAN
FORESTRY

BACK TO
NATURE

LOW
IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT

a

a

CULTURE
AND
HISTORY

Federal Funding Sources
Land and Water Conservation
Fund (LCWF)

U.S. National Park Service/
California Dept. of Parks and
Recreation

a

Urban Community Forestry
Program

U.S. National Park Service

a

Surface Transportation Program

Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) /
Caltrans

a

a

a

Transportation Alternative
Program

Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA)

a

a

a

Recreational Trails Program

Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) /
Regional agency may also
contribute

a

a

Highway Safety Improvement
Program

Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) /
Caltrans

a

a

a

EPA Brownfields Clean Up &
Assessments

U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency

a

a

a

a

a

a

Sustainable Communities Planning U.S. Dept. of Housing and
Grant and Incentive Program
Urban Development (HUD)

a

Urban Revitalization & Livable
Communities Act

U.S. Dept. of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD)

a

Community Development Block
Grants

U.S. Dept. of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD)

ACHIEVE, Communities Putting
Prevention to Work, Pioneering
Communities

Center for Disease Control
& Prevention

Urban and Community Forest
Program

Department of Agriculture,
Forest Service

a

a

a

a

Community Forest and Open
Space Conservation

Department of Agriculture,
Forest Service

a

a

a

a

Choice Neighborhoods
Implementation Grants

Department of Housing
and Urban Development,
Office of Public and Indian
Housing

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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Table 6-1: Funding Sources (Cont.)
FUNDING USES

Maint. & Operations

Typical
Approaches

CIP Development

FINDING, FRAMING AND FUNDING A PROJECT

ATYPICAL APPROACHES
FIRST &
LAST
MILE

URBAN
FORESTRY

BACK TO
NATURE

LOW
IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT

FUNDING SOURCE

FUNDING ORIGIN

Safe Routes to School, Mini-grants

National Center for Safe
Routes to School & Caltrans

a

a

Metropolitan & Statewide and
Nonmetropolitan Transportation
Planning

Federal Transit
Administration (FTA)

a

a

a

Urbanized Area Formula Grants

Federal Transit
Administration (FTA)

a

a

a

Bus and Bus Facilities Formula
Grants

Federal Transit
Administration (FTA)

a

Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and
Individuals with Disabilities

Federal Transit
Administration (FTA)

a

a

a

Formula Grants for Rural Areas

Federal Transit
Administration (FTA)

a

a

a

TOD Planning Pilot Grants

Federal Transit
Administration (FTA)

a

a

a

Land and Water Conservation
Fund (LCWF)

CA Dept. of Parks & Rec

a

a

Statewide Park Program Prop 84
Round 2

CA Dept. of Parks & Rec

a

a

Recreational Trails Program

CA Dept. of Parks & Rec

a

Proposition 117 - Habitat
Conservation

CA Dept. of Parks & Rec

a

Nature Education Facilities

CA Dept. of Parks & Rec

a

Watershed Program

CA Dept. of Parks & Rec

a

Stormwater Flood Management
Prop. 1E

CA Dept. of Parks & Rec

a

a

CULTURE
AND
HISTORY

a

a

State Funding Sources
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a

a

a
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Table 6-1: Funding Sources (Cont.)
FUNDING USES

Maint. & Operations

Typical
Approaches

ATYPICAL APPROACHES
FIRST &
LAST
MILE

URBAN
FORESTRY

BACK TO
NATURE

LOW
IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT

FUNDING SOURCE

FUNDING ORIGIN

CIP Development

FINDING, FRAMING AND FUNDING A PROJECT

Community Based Transportation
Planning, Environmental Justice &
Transit Planning

Caltrans

a

a

a

Active Transportation Planning
Grants (ATP)

Caltrans

a

a

a

Traffic Safety Grants

CA Office of Traffic Safety

a

a

Coastal Conservancy Grants

CA Coastal Conservancy

a

a

a

a

a

Non-point Source Pollution,
State Water Resources
Watershed Plans, Water
Control Board
Conservation (Props 13, 40, 50 & 84)

a

Sustainable Communities
Planning, Regional SB 375

Strategic Growth Council/
Dept of Conservation

a

Environmental Enhancement &
Mitigation (EEMP)

California Natural Resources
Agency & Caltrans

a

California River Parkways and
Urban Streams Restoration Grant

CA Natural Resources
Agency /Dept of Water
Resources

a

California Cap and Trade Program

Cal EPA, Air Resources
Board

a

Urban Forestry Program (Leafing
Out, Leading Edge and Green
Trees Grants)

California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection
(CAL FIRE)

a

Regional Transportation
Improvement Program

SLOCOG

a

a

a

Safe Routes to School
Programs(SR2S) - SLOCOG

SLOCOG

a

a

a

Special Habitat Conservation
Programs

Regional MPOs / Local
Cities

Special Parks and Recreation
Bond Revenues

Regional MPOs / Local
Cities

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

CULTURE
AND
HISTORY

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Local Funding Sources

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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FUNDING USES
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Typical
Approaches

ATYPICAL APPROACHES
URBAN
FORESTRY

BACK TO
NATURE

LOW
IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT

CULTURE
AND
HISTORY

FUNDING SOURCE

FUNDING ORIGIN

Maint. & Operations

FIRST &
LAST
MILE

CIP Development

FINDING, FRAMING AND FUNDING A PROJECT

Special Transportation Bonds and
Sales Tax Initiatives

Regional MPOs / Local
Cities

a

a

a

a

Advertising Sales/Naming Rights

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

Community Facilities District (CFD)
Infrastructure Financing District (IFD)
Facilities Benefit Assessment
District (BFA)

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

Business Improvement (BID)
Maint. Districts (MAD)
Property Based Improvement
Districts (PBID) Landscape Maint.
District (LMD)

Non-profits, business
organizations or City

a

a

a

Easement Agreements/Revenues

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

Equipment Rental Fees

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

Facility Use Permits Fees

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

Fees and Charges/Recreation
Service Fees

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

Food and Beverage Tax

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

General Fund

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

General Obligation Bonds

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Intergovernmental Agreements

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Lease Revenues

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Mello Roos Districts

Local jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Residential Park Improvement
Fees

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

Park Impact Fees

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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Table 6-1: Funding Sources (Cont.)
FUNDING USES

FUNDING SOURCE

FUNDING ORIGIN

Maint. & Operations

Typical
Approaches

CIP Development

FINDING, FRAMING AND FUNDING A PROJECT

Traffic Impact Fees

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

In-Lieu Fees

Local Jurisdictions

Pouring Rights Agreements

ATYPICAL APPROACHES
FIRST &
LAST
MILE

URBAN
FORESTRY

BACK TO
NATURE

LOW
IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT

CULTURE
AND
HISTORY

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

Private Development Agreements

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

Surplus Real Estate Sale
Revenues

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

Revenue Bond Revenues

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Sales Tax Revenues

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Transient Occupancy Tax
Revenues

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Wastewater Fund Reserves

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

Utility Taxes

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

a

a

California ReLeaf Urban Forestry
Grant

California ReLeaf

a

Grants for Parks

California State Parks
Foundation

a

Various Sports Field Grants

Various Agencies,
Foundation & Corporations

a

America’s Historical Planning
Grants

National Endowment for the
Humanities

a

Corporate Sponsorships

Corporate Citizens

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Private Sector Partnerships

Private Corporations

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Non-Profit Partnerships

Non-Profit Corporations

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Foundation Grants

Private Foundations

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
a

a

a

a

a

Private Funding Sources
a
a
a

a

a
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FUNDING SOURCE

FUNDING ORIGIN

Maint. & Operations

Typical
Approaches

CIP Development

FINDING, FRAMING AND FUNDING A PROJECT

Private Donations

Private Individuals

a

a

Irrevocable Remainder Trusts

Private Individuals

a

a

Targeted Fund-raising Activities

Local Jurisdictions

a

a

Community Change Micro Grant

America Walks

a

ATYPICAL APPROACHES
FIRST &
LAST
MILE

a

a
a

URBAN
FORESTRY

a

a

BACK TO
NATURE

a

a

LOW
IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT

CULTURE
AND
HISTORY

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

